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ABSTRACT
Solution methods of materials synthesis have found application in a variety of
fields due to the diversity of products accessible, facility of process scalability, and the
ease of tuning their properties through prudent selection of reaction conditions. Control
of experimental variables during the formation of colloidally stable nanoscale solids
within a liquid matrix allows for tailoring of the particles’ characteristics, including
shape, size, composition, and surface chemistry. In this dissertation, I will discuss how
the manipulation of reaction chemistries can be used to synthesize shape-controlled metal
and semiconductor colloidal nanocrystals. Further, I will elaborate on the mechanisms by
which these particles form from molecular precursors and describe how their properties
can differ from their bulk analogues through extensive characterization, especially using
transmission electron microscopy. These studies contribute to the continued
development of chemical routes to nanocrystals and their application as functional
materials.
First, I will review recent advances in the synthesis and characterization of shapecontrolled nanocrystals, as well as highlight their promising applicability in a number of
emerging technologies. These principles will then be leveraged to the specific case of
catalytically-active rhodium nanocrystals, which can be synthesized with morphological
and dimensional control using a polyol solution-mediated strategy. I describe an
innovative shape-controlled synthesis to monodisperse colloidal rhodium icosahedra,
cubes, triangular plates, and octahedra using this route. Additionally, new insights into
the important role of the polyol reducing solvent on the synthesis of these nanocrystals
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are revealed, and how these might be exploited to engender superior reaction control and
novel products.
Next, I will describe how a crystallization mechanism was established for the
synthesis of numerous morphologies of noble metal nanocrystals. I present a thorough
analysis of the synthesis of shape-controlled rhodium nanocrystals, using extensive
transmission electron microscopy characterization, and relate these findings to one of the
primary synthetic levers available in the polyol synthesis: the anionic ligands present.
Further, I show that the crystallization process proceeds by a nonclassical mechanism in
which cluster particles serve as a stable intermediate between molecular precursors and
the final product. I then apply these principles to the shape-controlled synthesis of other
noble metal nanocrystals before expounding a generalized formation mechanism in the
polyol synthesis of colloidal metal nanocrystals.
Finally, I will highlight my efforts in the designed synthesis and characterization
of colloidal tin(II) sulfide (SnS) semiconducting “quantum dot” nanocrystals. I describe
a route for the solution synthesis of monodisperse colloidal SnS nanosheets, nanocubes,
and nanospherical polyhedra in high yield. Further, detailed crystallographic
characterization of these nanocrystals using transmission electron microscopy indicates
that their atomic structure possesses a previously-unreported nanoscale deviation from
the bulk phase. Additionally, I show that their electronic and photocatalytic properties of
these quantum dots are both shape-dependent and distinct from bulk SnS.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1 Synthesis of Nanoscale Materials by Solution Methods
Solid state materials synthesis is traditionally performed using high temperature
or pressure techniques in order to facilitate solid-solid diffusion between the precursors.
While these methods are effective at producing compounds or intermetallics, there are
substantial limitations. Aside from the large amount of energy and time usually required
in “heat and beat” reactions, as well as the specialized equipment necessary, usually only
thermodynamically-favored products are accessible. Furthermore, the resultant products
are almost universally bulk scale. The superior properties available in nanoscale
materials, which are inaccessible in the bulk, are now well known.1-4 The unique
attributes of nanomaterials typically derive from having at least one dimension confined
between 1 nm and 100 nm. The physicochemical properties arising from their limited
size can include increased catalytic activity, localized surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
polymorphism, quantum confinement, structural distortions, and superparamagnetism.5-12
Metal and semiconductor nanomaterials potentially have applicability in a host of nextgeneration technologies including fuel cells, photocatalysts, photovoltaics,
thermoelectrics, plasmonics, chemical sensing, biological imaging, optical materials and
waveguides, Li+ battery anodes, and solid state devices (Figure 1.1).13-22
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Figure 1.1 The synthesis and characterization of nanoscale materials can potentially find
application in a wide variety of research fields.
Although there are a number of physical “top-down” preparative methods for the
synthesis of nanomaterials– including ball milling, sonication, and pulsed laser
ablation23,24– solution-based chemical “bottom-up” methods are generally the preferred
synthetic strategy due to the superior control over particle size, shape, and composition
they engender.25 Further, these reactions can be performed using standard laboratory
glassware and equipment. The most common chemical method for preparing colloidal
metal nanomaterials, including alloys and intermetallics, is through the reduction of a
metal precursor, which is usually a salt or organometallic complex, in the presence of a
stabilizing ligand or polymer. Common reducing agents include hydrogen gas,
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borohydrides, hydrazine, sodium citrate, and high boiling point alcohols. Using the last
of these as both the solvent and the reducing agent is known as the polyol process.26,27
The polyol route is one of the most common chemical methods to synthesize nanoscale
metals and alloys. For the synthesis of semiconducting metal chalcogenide
nanomaterials, the preferred route is based on a procedure first developed by Murray and
Bawendi involving the thermal decomposition of metal precursor complexes in the
presence of a chalcogenide source and long chain organic stabilizers such as oleylamine
and oleic acid.28 By exploiting these processes, routes to a host of 0D, 1D, and 2D
nanomaterials have been developed for many different metals and compounds.29-32

1.2 Routes to Shape-Controlled Nanocrystals
Solution-based nanoscience is a rich mixture of chemistry, physics, and materials
engineering; research in the shape-controlled synthesis of nanocrystals exemplifies this
complexity. Nanocrystals are the smallest class of nanomaterials, as they are confined in
all three dimensions. Traditionally, the shape of nanocrystals synthesized using solution
methods has proved elusive to control and manipulate reproducibly; however,
considerable research efforts into the reaction conditions affecting morphology has led to
an improved understanding of the chemistry and physics responsible for their shape and
structure. A number of morphologies have been successfully achieved for colloidal
nanocrystals including tetrahedra, cubes, octahedra, decahedra, dodecahedra, icosahedra,
plates, rods, branched, and a variety of particles bound by higher index facets (Figure
1.2).33-36 The factors which influence morphology in the solution synthesis of
nanocrystals include the precursor reagents used, the temperature at which the reaction
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takes place, the solvent used, and the reducing agent used (if applicable).37,38 However, it
is well-established that the major thermodynamic factor in the resultant morphology is
the interaction between the surface of the growing nanocrystal and the ligands present in
solution.39 Selective adsorption of ligands to certain crystallographic planes stabilizes
those surfaces and can prevent overgrowth of those facets during particle formation,
selectively directing growth to other locations on the particle or halting it entirely.40
Ligands can also play a role in stabilizing or destabilizing the molecular precursor, which
influences reaction kinetics. Despite the progress made in developing robust strategies to
direct morphology, shape-controlled synthesis of nanocrystals remains a complicated
endeavor. For instance, even for the well-studied seed-mediated synthesis of Au
nanorods, a myriad of synthetic levers must be carefully controlled, including the seed
size and morphology, the relative concentrations of gold salt/silver nitrate/ascorbic acid,
the concentration of the surfactant, and the selection of the halide counterion.41-43
Using colloidal approaches, the controlled synthesis of monodisperse particles
with a variety of architectures, from the geometric to the exotic, has been achieved for a
host of metal and semiconductor systems. Although significant progress has been made
in the development of these nanocrystals, there have been only limited studies examining
reaction methodologies for these syntheses. More specifically, many studies relate an
experimental variable to the product that forms, but very few relate why and how that
variable lead to its formation. Indeed, the mechanism by which these shape-controlled
nanocrystals form remains a matter of lively debate.41
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Figure 1.2 Examples of the various morphologies accessible using solution synthesis of
colloidal metal nanocrystals.34

The classical description of crystal formation in solution, put forth by LaMer and
others, is a two-step process consisting of nucleation and growth.44-46 It postulates that
nucleation occurs when the concentration of atomic monomer in solution reaches a
certain critical level, and after this burst of nucleation all remaining monomer adds to
those nuclei, resulting in growth. The final stages of the classical mechanism see some
smaller particles sacrificially dissolve to provide monomer to larger growing ones, which
is Ostwald ripening.47 However, a growing number of published reports suggest that
many nanocrystals form by nonclassical mechanisms. Several groups describe cluster
particles nucleating selectively and steadily (i.e. not in a “burst”) without widespread
initiation of growth.48-52 Many more groups attribute the growth of their nanocrystals to
coalescence of smaller primary units, often in an oriented manner, rather than by
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monomer addition.37-41 Further, although it is well-established that ligands can stabilize
certain facets during the growth process, and the crystallinity of a seed particle is usually
preserved during subsequent growth,40,53,54 this does not explain why certain seed
crystallinities result from a given ligand environment in the first place. Whether
nucleation occurs all at once vs. steadily, if growth proceeds by monomer addition,
coalescence, or a combination of the two, and how ligands influence particle crystallinity
are questions that remain unanswered and demand further study.

1.3 Characterization of Nanocrystals by Transmission Electron
Microscopy
The primary method for physical characterization of shape-controlled
nanocrystals is transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples are easily prepared for
analysis, and the resulting images clearly distinguish the particles from the carbon
support due to differences in electron scattering. Particle size, shape, and alignment can
be determined from images.55 Utilization of selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
provides information about the lattice structure for an ensemble of the nanocrystals, and
likewise with nanobeam diffraction (NBD) for an individual nanocrystal. Highresolution TEM (HRTEM), especially with aberration-correction, provides information
on the crystallinity of colloidal particles. Specifically, HRTEM can image twin
boundaries between the lattice fringes of the crystal to reveal whether it is singlecrystalline or twinned, and the degree of twinning.56 HRTEM can also be used, in
conjunction with fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), to index the crystallographic plane
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exposed on the facet of the nanocrystal. For fcc metals, the lowest energy planes– (111),
(100), and (110)– are easily discernible from each other by the coordination of each atom
(Figure 1.3), which can be determined using HRTEM in conjunction with FFTs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.3 Low-index crystallographic facets frequently observed on nanocrystals of fcc
metals: (a) (100), (b) (110), and (c) (111).

High-angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) is a powerful
technique that can differentiate between atoms of disparate elements through the intensity
of scattering, which is proportional to atomic number. This is called Z-contrast imaging,
and is especially useful for heavier elements such as second and third row transition
metals, which can be viewed by HAADF-STEM even as individual atoms.57,58
Information about the elemental makeup of the particles can be ascertained by using
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS). When coupled with STEM, these spectroscopic techniques can produce
elemental maps or linescans of nanocrystals to determine their elemental distribution.
The formation or transformation of nanocrystals in solution can be monitored by taking
aliquots throughout the process and analyzing each by TEM and related techniques.
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Recently, in situ TEM analysis of nanocrystal formation has been pioneered using either
a commercially-available liquid cell59 or a fabricated graphene cell.60 However, the
particle crystallization in these studies was initiated by the electron beam, which changes
the reaction kinetics substantially compared to chemically-initiated particle formation.61
As TEM technology continues to advance, characterization of very small clusters and
extremely low-level elemental compositions will likely become routine. This will
potentially allow for better analysis of the initial particle nucleation stage, and provide
more accurate identification of doped nanocrystals.

1.4 Noble Metal Nanocrystals
Bulk noble metals are traditionally known for their chemical inertness; however,
noble metal nanocrystals have received much research interest in the past two decades
due to their optical, electronic, magnetic, and, especially, catalytic properties.34 For
instance, the SPR of Au and Ag nanocrystals can be controllably tuned, according to their
size, morphology, architecture, and composition.62,63 An emerging application for these
particles is in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, which allows for sensing and
detection of analytes at extremely low concentrations.64 The tunability of the SPR
throughout the visible to NIR region also allows for application in biological imaging,
biodiagnostics, and cancer therapeutics, which is facilitated by the relatively benign
nature of Au and Ag nanocrystals in the human body.65,66
Perhaps the most important application of noble metal nanocrystals is as catalysts.
Numerous reactions of considerable importance to the chemical and pharmaceutical
industries are accessible by heterogeneous catalysis, including hydrogenations,
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dehydrogenations, hydrogenolysis, hydroformylations, oxidations, carbon-carbon bond
couplings, and many others.67,68 These methods are often “greener” and more atom
economical than homogeneous catalysis, which often employs both environmentallyharmful solvents and non-recoverable, potentially toxic, metal complexes. A more
common example is the catalytic converter. Since the 1970s, new cars have been
equipped with this device, which combats air pollution by oxidizing CO and hydrocarbon
emissions to CO2, while reducing NOx to N2. The catalyst itself is a multimetallic alloy
of some combination of the precious metals Pt, Pd, and Rh.
Recent advances in nanoscale fabrication of heterogeneous catalysts allow for
increased control over chemical reactivity, selectivity, and durability due to the tailoring
of the catalyst’s properties.9,25,69-71 High catalytic activity is generally contingent upon a
large surface-to-volume ratio, meaning a particle size in the regime of 10 nm or less is
desired.8,72 The shape of individual nanocrystals can dictate their catalytic activity and
selectivity. This is due to the presence or absence of certain crystallographic planes for a
given nanocatalyst shape, with reactant species often showing preferential adsorption
onto a specific face of the particle (Figure 1.4).72-76 Tailoring the catalyst’s elemental
composition and structural morphology can also influence activity, selectivity, and
durability. Bimetallic alloys,77,78 core-shell particles,79 and intermetallics80-82 often
display enhanced performance compared to that of single-metal catalysts due to a
synergistic effect deriving from the interaction of the constituent atoms with each other.83
The properties of a multimetallic catalytic system can be further tuned by altering the
composition or structural arrangement of each element.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4 (a) Example of the synthesis of monodisperse Pt nanocrystals with controlled
size and morphology. (b) Pt-catalyzed reduction of pyrrole and (c) yield of reaction
products, which indicates that larger Pt nanocubes catalysts produce the desired product,
n-butylamine, in higher yields at lower temperatures.72
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The ability to tailor the design of nanoscale metal catalysts also has application in
electrochemical reactions, such as those in fuel cells. A fuel cell is a device that converts
chemical energy directly to electrical energy. It requires a chemical fuel such as
hydrogen, methanol, ethanol, or formic acid as a reactant in the energy-producing
reaction, much like a conventional combustion engine; however, the primary advantage
of a fuel cell over current technologies is that, in principle, it can convert chemical energy
to electrical energy at a much higher efficiency due to its circumvention of Carnot cycle
limitations.84 The development of catalytic materials for the fuel cell, with extremely
high activity and durability towards the oxidation of fuel and reduction of oxygen, is
necessary before this technology becomes commonplace. Presently, fuel cells are not
cost-efficient enough to merit their mass production, due to the high price of the Pt
catalysts found in both the cathode and the anode. Recent research pursuing the
replacement of these platinum catalysts has focused on engineering noble metal catalysts
at the nanoscale, often using solution-based synthetic chemistries, to maximize activity
and durability while minimizing cost.85,86
Rhodium is an example of an excellent catalytic metal, with applicability towards
a host of chemical transformations, including oxidations, reductions, hydroformylations,
and cross-couplings.87-90 Rh nanocrystals have also been shown to possess a strong
resistance to heat and corrosion relative to other metal catalysts.91 While thorough
analysis of shape-controlled synthesis has been conducted for other noble metals, such as
Au,92 Ag,93 Pt,85 and Pd94, there are far fewer reports on the chemistry of Rh nanocrystals,
despite its efficacy as a catalyst. Rhodium nanocrystals have been synthesized in a
limited number of monodisperse morphologies, including cubes,95 concave cubes,96
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tetrahedra,97 concave tetrahedra,98 tetrahexahedra,99 branched,100-102 mixed plates,103 and
various twinned crystals.104 Developing routes to novel Rh geometries and architectures
will potentially improve its catalytic performance even further. Additionally, the
nanoscale alloys RhPt and RhPd are attractive target materials as they have shown a
propensity for surface restructuring according to reaction conditions, which is
advantageous in their usage as bifunctional catalysts.105

1.5 Semiconducting Metal Chalcogenide Nanocrystals
The synthesis of colloidal semiconducting nanocrystals with controlled size,
structure, and morphology using solution-based methods has emerged as an extremely
active field of research due to their unique properties, especially the tunability of their
electronic band gap through quantum confinement. Nanocrystals have been synthesized
for many compound semiconductors, including II–VI (CdS, CdSe, CdTe), III–V (InP,
InAs), and IV–VI (PbS, PbSe, PbTe).7 Quantum confinement occurs when the radius of
the crystalline semiconductor is smaller than the exciton Bohr radius. These “quantum
dots” allow for the precise tuning of the electronic band gap by varying particle size
(Figure 1.5).5,106 Semiconductor nanocrystals have also been found to display multiple
exciton generation,6 which is believed to be a possible route around the ShockleyQueisser limit.107 Further, nanocrystal-based solids can be fabricated through careful
self-assembly into close-packed superlattices.108,109 This allows for electron transfer
between the particles, especially if their native ligands are exchanged for inorganic
ligands.110 For these reasons, colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals show great promise
for future technologies and are being incorporated into a host of applications including
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light-emitting devices, photodetectors, photocatalysts, solar cells, field-effect transistors,
memory elements, and thermoelectrics.111-117

Figure 1.5 CdSe/ZnS core-shell nanocrystals of increasing size (left to right). This
demonstrates the size-dependent change of the emission color for colloidal quantum
dots.106

Tin(II) sulfide (SnS) is an intermediate band gap semiconductor that has received
markedly less attention than other related compounds despite its non-toxic and earthabundant constituent elements, as well as its comparably low cost. SnS occurs naturally
as the mineral herzenbergite, which adopts the GeS-type layered orthorhombic crystal
structure. As such, nanoscale SnS usually adopts a 2D sheet architecture.118 However,
colloidal preparations of SnS have yielded 0D nanocrystals,105,119-122 although rigorous
shape-control has remained elusive. SnS is a p-type semiconductor with hole mobilities
of approximately 90 cm2V-1s-1.118 It has an absorption coefficient of ~104 cm-1 above the
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fundamental absorption edge and an indirect band gap similar to that of Si, in the range of
1.0–1.2 eV.123,124 The exciton Bohr radius of SnS is estimated to be ~7 nm, such that
nanocrystals on the order of 14 nm or less act as quantum dots.125,126 Collectively, these
favorable electrical properties suggest that SnS will be of particular interest in the
development of future technologies in energy conversion, energy storage, photodetectors,
and electronics.

1.6 Experimental Work
The following chapters build on the common theme of shape-controlled synthesis
of nanocrystals using novel solution routes followed by high-level characterization
through imaging, diffraction, and spectroscopy as a means to establish structure-property
and synthesis-structure relationships. Chapter 2 describes the heat-up polyol synthesis of
monodisperse Rh nanocrystals in a variety of morphologies through the prudent selection
of the reducing solvent as a means to control the reaction kinetics. The polyol process is
one of the most common methods for synthesizing metal nanocrystals with controlled
shapes and sizes due to its wide applicability and ease of use. These nanostructures often
have unique morphology-dependent properties that are useful in a range of applications,
including catalysis, plasmonics, and medical diagnostics and therapeutics. While many
variations of the polyol process have been developed to produce shape-controlled
nanocrystals, there has been no systematic investigation that defines the influence of the
solvent on the shape and uniformity of the product. In this chapter, I show that proper
selection of the polyol solvent can be used to manipulate the metal nanocrystal
morphology. Each polyol has a different oxidation potential which, along with the metal
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reagent, defines the temperature at which particle formation takes place. For a given
system, particle growth will vary between a kinetic and thermodynamic regime
depending on the thermal conditions, which can be modulated through selection of the
appropriate solvent. This strategy, which I demonstrate for the catalytically-relevant
rhodium system, facilitates the high-yield synthesis of monodisperse rhodium
nanocrystals with shapes that include icosahedra, cubes, triangular plates, and octahedra.
In chapter 3, I detail my extensive use of TEM to monitor the process by which
Rh nanocrystals of three distinct morphologies form. I show that nucleation occurs by a
nonclassical mechanism in which metal clusters ≤ 2 nm nucleate selectively during
synthesis, prior to widespread particle growth. Further, it is possible to reduce the
molecular precursor entirely to cluster particles, without initiating growth, to yield a
solution of colloidally-stable metal clusters. Heating these clusters to higher
temperatures commences growth, and I find that a single stock of Rh clusters can be used
to form a wide variety of nanocrystal morphologies according to the ligand environment
present. The process by which these clusters grow into nanocrystals varies for each
morphology, and I hypothesize depends upon the strength of ligand surface adsorption.
Weakly-bound ligands allow coalescence to occur between clusters, resulting in the
formation of multiply-twinned seeds. Strongly-bound ligands cap the cluster surface and
prevent coalescence, such that single-crystalline seeds form by monomer addition.
Intermediate-bound ligands result in seeds that form by a mixture of coalescence and
monomer addition. In all cases, growth following the crystallization of seed particles
occurs by monomer addition, with the monomer source being an Ostwald ripening
process where smaller clusters sacrificially dissolve. These observations lead me to
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propose a three-step formation process consisting of nucleation, followed by seed
formation, and finally ripening. Although the specific case of shape-controlled Rh
nanocrystals was studied, preliminary experiments indicate that this formation
mechanism is general for noble metal nanocrystals synthesized using the polyol process.
In chapter 4, I report the first synthesis of monodisperse semiconducting SnS
colloidal nanocubes by a solution phase seed-mediated overgrowth process.
Additionally, ~270 nm SnS colloidal square nanosheets are synthesized for the first time.
However, an inability to reconcile incongruences in the X-ray diffraction patterns of 12
nm SnS cubes and 10 nm spherical polyhedra with bulk orthorhombic SnS, such as the
nanosheets, leads me to propose that SnS quantum dots can crystallize in a distorted
pseudotetragonal structure. Subsequently, I study their morphology-dependent
polymorphism using an in-depth crystallographic analysis that correlates HRTEM data of
individual nanocrystals with ensemble-based electron diffraction and powder XRD data.
These studies reveal that the crystal structure adopted by the SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra is expanded along the a and b axes and contracted along c, converging on a
pseudotetragonal cell that is distinct from that of orthorhombic -SnS, the most stable
polymorph. Interestingly, similarly deviating X-ray diffraction patterns have previously
been attributed to a mixture of phases, but I confirm this novel structural distortion occurs
in phase-pure SnS by means of extensive HRTEM analysis. Further, based on these
studies, I propose 3D models for these nanocrystals of SnS, an inherently layered
material, and interrogate their optoelectronic and photocatalytic properties, which are
expected to deviate from the bulk material due to their distinct structure. I find that not
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only do SnS nanocrystals have band gaps and photocatalytic dye degradation activities
distinct from bulk SnS, but also that these properties are also morphology-dependent.
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CHAPTER 2
The Solvent Matters: Kinetic versus Thermodynamic Shape
Control in the Polyol Synthesis of Rhodium Nanoparticles

2.1 Introduction
Synthetic methods that rigorously and predictably control the nanoscale
morphological features of colloidal metal nanoparticles are important because their
inherent catalytic,1 optical,2 thermal,3 magnetic,4 and electronic5 properties change with
variations in shape, size, composition, crystallinity, and structure.

Solution-based

strategies succeed at producing monodisperse colloidal nanoparticles with controllable
shapes and sizes by reducing and decomposing appropriate metal reagents. Numerous
experimental conditions have been found to influence the product, including the metal
precursor, the reducing agent, the reaction temperature and duration, the stabilizer, added
redox-active species, and any adsorbates present during synthesis.6,7

Careful

manipulation of these factors can alter the nucleation and growth processes of the
reaction in a controllable manner to selectively generate nanoparticles of desired
dimensions, morphologies, and exposed crystalline facets.
One of the most important applications of shape- and size-controlled metal
nanoparticles is in catalysis.8,


Significant differences in catalytic activity9 and

* Reproduced in part with permission from ACS Nano, 5, A. J. Biacchi and R. E.

Schaak, The Solvent Matters: Kinetic versus Thermodynamic Shape Control in the
Polyol Synthesis of Rhodium Nanoparticles, 8089–8099, Copyright 2011 The American
Chemical Society.
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selectivity10 have been observed for shape-controlled metal11 and alloy12 nanoparticles,
and these are often attributed to the presence or absence of certain crystallographic planes
associated with a particular nanocatalyst shape. These exposed facets, as well as their
associated atomic steps, corners, and defects, can help to improve catalytic performance
by favoring the preferential adsorption of reactant species or disfavoring the adsorption of
species capable of poisoning a catalytic metal.13,14 Nanoparticle size can also influence
catalytic activity,15 selectivity,16 and durability,17 with the highest activity generally
associated with the largest surface-to-volume ratio (e.g., smallest sizes). However, in
some cases, the smallest nanoparticles may be less active than their more moderatelysized analogues.18 Therefore, the ability to predictably and controllably tailor particle
size along with morphology is essential for achieving optimal catalyst performance.
Among catalytic metal nanoparticles, rhodium is particularly interesting. Rh
nanoparticles catalyze a diverse range of reactions, including oxidations,19 reductions,20
hydroformylations,21 and cross-couplings.22 Rh has strong resistance to acids and bases
and it also has a higher melting point than many other catalytically-active metals, such as
Pt and Au. These characteristics make Rh nanoparticles especially stable under harsh
reaction conditions. While polymer-stabilized Rh colloids have been used for catalytic
applications for several decades,23-25 many reports use catalysts that are largely undefined
or are polydisperse in shape and size.26-28 Compared to other noble metal systems, Rh
nanoparticles have only been synthesized as high-yield monodisperse particles for a
limited number of morphologies that include cubes,29 tetrahedra,30 octahedra,31
spherical32 and dendridic33 aggregates, concave cubes,34 3-fold branched particles,35 5fold branched particles,36 and hexagonal polyhedra.37 Despite its catalytic value, there
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are far fewer reports of shape- and size-controlled routes to Rh nanoparticles than other
noble metals such as Au,38 Ag,39 Pt,40 and Pd,41 and comprehensive studies that explicitly
link reaction parameters to shape and size control have not yet been reported.

One of

the most common solution-phase approaches for synthesizing Rh and other metal
nanoparticles is the polyol process.

To generate metal colloids, an organometallic

complex or metal salt precursor is heated, often in the presence of a stabilizing agent, in a
high-boiling poly-alcohol that serves as both solvent and reducing agent.42,43 Reactions
are generally mild, often occurring at temperatures below 200 °C and using relatively
benign reagents such as the polymeric stabilizer poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP),44 and they
generate nanoparticles that can be dispersed in polar solvents, which facilitates biological
and environmental applications. Modifications to the polyol process permit the synthesis
of shape- and size-controlled nanoparticles.45,46 Many experimental variables have been
studied in the polyol synthesis of shape- and size-controlled metal nanoparticles.
However, despite the diversity of polyols that are commercially available, ethylene glycol
is used almost exclusively, and few reports offer direct comparisons among different
polyols.47-50

Understanding the influence of the polyol solvent on the kinetics and

thermodynamics of nanoparticle synthesis is critically important for expanding the ability
to synthesize high-quality shape- and size-controlled nanoparticles.
In this chapter, I describe a comprehensive set of systematic studies that provide
important new insights into the synthesis of colloidal Rh nanoparticles using a modified
polyol process. First, I elucidate the independent roles of the polyol solvent and the
anionic ligand from the metal reagent in controlling the shape and uniformity of Rh
nanoparticles. These studies provide empirical guidelines for the high-yield synthesis of
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monodisperse Rh icosahedra, cubes, and triangular plates, for which the average
nanoparticle size can also be tuned. I then show that the polyol solvent defines the
temperature and rate at which particles form, both of which affect shape and uniformity.
I also show that the polyol solvent can influence whether particles form under largely
thermodynamic or kinetic control to yield equilibrium or non-equilibrium shapes,
respectively. Collectively, this demonstrates that judicious choice of the appropriate
polyol solvent can serve as a powerful synthetic lever for predictably selecting and finetuning nanoparticle morphology.

As an application of these insights, monodisperse

nanoparticles of Rh octahedra are synthesized in high yield. These results, which emerge
from an exhaustive set of illustrative experiments, effectively merge the capabilities of
simple one-pot heat-up methods with those of hot-injection processes that use a syringe
pump to manipulate kinetics by continuously delivering controlled amounts of reagents.

2.2 Experimental Details
2.2.1 Materials
Rhodium(III) chloride hydrate (RhCl3·xH2O, Rh 38.5–45.5%), rhodium(III)
bromide hydrate (RhBr3·xH2O), sodium hexachlororhodate (III) dodecahydrate
(Na3RhCl6·12H2O, Rh 17.1%), rhodium(II) acetate dimer [Rh2(COOCH3)4, Rh 46.2%
min], diethylene glycol (99%), tetraethylene glycol (99%), and 1,3-propanediol (99%)
were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Rhodium (II) trifluoroacetate dimer [Rh2(COOCF3)4,
98%], sodium trifluoroacetate (NaCOOCF3, 98%), sodium nitrate (>99%), and
poly(ethylene glycol) MW = 300 (PEG 300) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
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Ethylene glycol (>99%) was purchased from J. T. Baker. Triethylene glycol (>99%) was
purchased from Fluka. Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), with an average molecular weight
of 40,000, was purchased from TCI. Solvents, including acetone, ethanol, and hexanes,
were of analytical grade. All chemicals were used as received.

2.2.2 Synthetic Methods
In a typical synthesis, Rh reagent (0.1 mmol by Rh atom) and PVP stabilizer (2
mmol by repeating unit) were dissolved in 10 mL of polyol solvent using a sonic bath or,
in the case of higher-order solvents, a 65 °C water bath. For the synthesis of Rh
icosahedra, NaCOOCF3 [8:1 ratio with Rh2(COOCF3)4] was also added. The solution
was stirred vigorously under bubbling argon in a 25 mL three-neck flask fitted with a
condenser. Temperature was maintained using a digital controller with glass-coated
thermocouple (Gemini, J-KEM Scientific) and 25 mL heating mantle (Glas-Col). The
solution was heated to a certain temperature where particle nucleation began, as
evidenced by a darkening of the solution color. After holding at these conditions for 15
min, the solution was heated to a focusing temperature, causing the solution color to
darken further, and maintained there for 1.5 h before being quenched with a cold water
bath.
To produce particles of larger average size the amount of reagent and stabilizer
was increased by 3–4 times, and to produce particles of smaller average size the amount
of polyol solvent was increased by 4–5 times. For hot injections, the reagent and
stabilizer were dissolved in 3 mL of solvent and then injected rapidly through a septum
into 7 mL of solvent held at the desired temperature under bubbling argon, and
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maintained for 1.5 h before quenching with cold water bath. Once at room temperature,
all reaction solutions were diluted by adding three times the volume of acetone. For
larger-order polyols, 5–10 mL of hexanes was also added. Particles were separated from
polyol solvents and excess reagents by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 3 min and
redispersed in ethanol with a sonic bath. Excess hexanes were added and the particles
were separated twice more by centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 3 min before being stored
dispersed in ethanol.

2.2.3 Characterization
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained from a JEOL
1200 EX II microscope operating at 80 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images and
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were collected using a JEOL-2010
LaB6 microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples were prepared by casting one drop of
nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol onto a Formvar and carbon-coated copper grid.
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected by a Bruker Advance D8 X-ray
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was performed
with a Princeton Applied Research VersaSTAT 3 potentiostat at a sweep rate of 10 mV/s
using a Pt working electrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode, Pt counter-electrode, and 0.4
M NaNO3 supporting electrolyte. UV–Visible spectroscopy data were collected using an
Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer using a DH-2000-BAL light source and quartz
cuvettes. Particle counting analysis used a minimum of 200 individual particles, and size
was determined using the ImageJ program (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Shape-Controlled Rhodium Nanoparticles
Several sets of carefully designed experiments allowed me to elucidate and
understand the competing roles of the ligand and polyol solvent in defining the
morphologies of Rh nanoparticles. For these studies, the amounts and concentrations of
Rh reagent, PVP stabilizer, and polyol solvent were held constant, and all reactions were
carried out under Ar to limit any oxidative etching effects.51 Use of a one-pot heat-up
method allowed for separation of the nucleation and growth steps by modulating
temperature. Using a procedure that is similar to previously reported polyol
methods,11,29,44 the temperature was gradually increased until reduction was visually
apparent (e.g., formation of a dark brown-colored solution), held at this temperature for
15 min to generate a high concentration of seeds, increased by 30–50 degrees
(determined based on optimization studies for each system) to initiate growth by an in
situ seed-mediated mechanism, held at this temperature for 1.5 h to focus the particle
shape and size, and then quenched with cold water.
Figure 2.1 shows representative transmission electron microscope (TEM) images
for particles made using rhodium(II) trifluoroacetate (TFA) dimer [Rh2(COOCF3)4],
rhodium bromide (RhBr3), and rhodium chloride (RhCl3) in the polyol solvents ethylene
glycol (EG), diethylene glycol (DEG), triethylene glycol (TREG), and tetraethylene
glycol (TEG). The synthetic details and summary of results are collected in Table 2.1.
The images presented in Figure 2.1 are striking: the anionic ligand largely defines the
morphology, while the solvent largely defines the uniformity. Rh2(COOCF3)4 yields
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monodisperse icosahedra as the major product in EG, but higher-order polyols increase
the polydispersity and other anisotropic morphologies become prevalent. Additional
NaCOOCF3 increases the monodispersity (Figure 2.1a vs Figure 2.2), but both contain
fewer anisotropic impurities in EG than when larger diols are used. RhBr3 yields
nanocubes of increasing size for EG, DEG, and TREG. However, RhBr3 in TEG yields a
mixture of concave cube and branched particles. RhCl3 produces branched particles in
EG, but in the larger polyols yields predominantly triangular plates. For each Rh
precursor in Figure 2.1, there is a corresponding polyol solvent that provides the highest
yield of monodisperse products, and these samples–Rh2(COOCF3)4 in EG, RhBr3 in
DEG, and RhCl3 in TREG–are highlighted with a box and used in the studies that follow.
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Figure 2.1 Representative TEM images of Rh nanoparticles synthesized using ethylene
glycol, diethylene glycol, triethylene glycol, and tetraethylene glycol solvents with the
reagents (a–d) Rh2(COOCF3)4, (e–h) RhBr3, and (i–l) RhCl3. Outlined images indicate
the set of reaction conditions which result in the most monodisperse yield of Rh
icosahedra (red), cubes (green), and triangular plates (blue). Scale bars are 20 nm.

Table 2.1 Summary of Reaction Conditions and Results.
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Figure 2.2 TEM image of Rh2(COOCF3)4 reduced in EG, but without additional
NaCOOCF3 added. A lower yield of monodisperse icosahedra results with less
COOCF3– present. Scale bar is 50 nm.
The highest-quality icosahedra form by heating Rh2(COOCF3)4 in EG to a
focusing temperature of 160 °C; HRTEM, selected area electron diffraction (SAED), and
size and shape distribution data for this sample are shown in Figure 2.3. The HRTEM
image in Figure 2.3a shows polycrystalline multiply-twinned particles, and the HRTEM
images in Figure 2.3b,c,d show particle orientations that highlight the 5-fold, 2-fold, and
3-fold axes of an icosahedron. The lattice fringes correspond to 0.22 nm, which matches
well with the (111) plane of Rh. The SAED pattern (Figure 2.3a, inset), with a
predominant (111) reflection, is consistent with fcc-Rh as well. Statistical analysis of
342 particles indicates that 90% of the sample contains monodisperse icosahedra with an
average diameter of 4.8 ± 0.5 nm (Figure 2.3e,f). Monodisperse Rh icosahedra
synthesized in high yield have not been previously reported.
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RhBr3 produced nanocubes in EG, DEG, and TREG, with the highest quality
cubes (based on uniform edge lengths and sharp corners and edges) formed in DEG
(Figures 2.1f and 2.4a). The nanocubes formed in EG were smaller with truncated
corners, similar to a previous report of nanocubes produced using RhCl3 and EG in the
presence of excess Br–.29 The nanocubes formed in TREG included a large number of
particles with aspect ratios significantly greater than 1, which are better classified as
rectangular nanobars. The HRTEM image in Figure 2.4b shows a nanocube viewed
along the [001] zone axis and highlights lattice fringes of 0.19 nm that correspond to the
(200) plane of Rh. The SAED pattern in Figure 2.4c correlates to fcc-Rh, and the
increased intensity of the (200) reflection relative to (111) is consistent with the [001]oriented nanocubes. Statistical analysis of 234 particles reveals a 93% yield of
monodisperse cubes relative to other morphologies (Figure 2.4d), with an average body
diagonal length of 5.9 ± 0.8 nm (Figure 2.4e).
The highest yield of triangular plates was formed by heating RhCl3 in TREG to a
focusing temperature of 140 °C (Figures 2.1k and 2.5a). To the best of my knowledge,
monodisperse Rh plates synthesized in high yield have not been previously reported. The
HRTEM image in Figure 2.5b shows lattice fringes of 0.22 nm, which corresponds to the
(111) plane of fcc-Rh. The SAED pattern in Figure 2.5a inset is also consistent with fccRh. HRTEM images showing thin stacked particles (Figures 2.5c–e) verifies that they
are planar. The morphological yield of 68% (Figure 2.5f) was not as high as for the
icosahedra and cubes, but is comparable to the yields observed for colloidal plates of
other metals, such as Pd.52 The average size, measured from the tip to the opposite base
for the largest side of 200 particles, was 10.6 ± 1.8 nm (Figure 2.5g).
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Figure 2.3. (a–d) HRTEM images and (a, inset) representative SAED pattern of Rh
icosahedra, including isolated particles that highlight the (b) 5-fold, (c) 2-fold, and (d) 3fold symmetry axes of an icosahedron. (e) Size distribution histogram corresponding to
an average particle size of 4.8 ± 0.5 nm. (f) Summary of particle counting statistics that
indicate a 90% yield of icosahedra. Scale bars are (a) 2 and (b–d) 1 nm.
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Figure 2.4 (a,b) HRTEM images of Rh cubes and (c) corresponding SAED pattern.
Particle counting analysis indicated (d) a 93% yield of cubes with (e) a size distribution
histogram showing an average body diagonal length of 5.9 ± 0.8 nm. Scale bars are (a) 5
and (b) 1 nm.
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Figure 2.5 (a–e) HTREM images and (a, inset) corresponding SAED pattern of Rh
triangular plates. Panels (c–e) show overlapping triangular plates, which is consistent
with their planar morphology. Particle counting analysis indicated (f) a 68% yield of
triangular plates with (g) a size distribution histogram showing an average particle
diameter (defined from tip to opposite base) of 10.6 ± 1.8 nm. Scale bars are (a, c–e) 5
and (b) 2 nm.
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The experiments presented above allowed me to eliminate effects from all
variables that are known to influence morphology except the anionic ligand and the
solvent. Within each polyol solvent system, the only variable that changes is the anion
associated with the Rh cation, which allows me to draw conclusions exclusively about the
influence of the anionic counterion on the formation of Rh nanoparticles. The
importance of surface adsorbates, such as halides and other anions, is well established in
the shape-selective synthesis of metal nanoparticles.53,54 For fcc metals, the surface
energy () follows the trend (111) < (100) < (110).55 However, these relative energies can
be modified by surface-adsorbing species, and exposed facets that would not normally be
thermodynamically favored, e.g. (100) planes in the case of nanocubes, can be accessed.
COOCF3–, as well as acetate (Figure 2.6), passivates the {111} planes of Rh and
promotes the formation of multiply twinned particles, making icosahedra the
thermodynamically-favored products. In the case of RhBr3, Br– selectively adsorbs to the
{100} planes, as shown previously,29 and this favors the formation of nanocubes. Like
COOCF3–, Cl– from RhCl3 or Na3RhCl6 (Figure 2.7) also adsorbs to {111} planes,
although triangular planar particles, which result from a kinetic growth regime,56 form
instead of icosahedra.
Examination of Table 2.1 reveals that the nucleation step, where reduction first
occurs (as determined by a visual change in color to a dark brown solution and
observation of small 1–2 nm seeds by HRTEM), is different for each Rh reagent in the
same polyol solvent and different for each polyol solvent when using the same Rh
reagent. The influence of the anion on reduction temperature, when the polyol solvent
remains constant, correlates with the stability of the complex. RhCl3 and RhBr3 exhibit
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similar stability, with RhCl3 being slightly less stable (thus reducing at a marginally
lower temperature than RhBr3). Rh2(COOCF3)4 is the most stable complex due to the
bridging bidentate COOCF3– ligand, and accordingly reduces at a significantly higher
temperature than RhCl3 or RhBr3.

Figure 2.6 TEM image of Rh2(COOCH3)4 reduced in EG (nucleation at 110-120° C),
indicating that using Rh2(COOCF3)4 produces more monodisperse particles. Scale bar is
50 nm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. TEM images of nanoparticles produced from the reduction of Na3RhCl6 in
(a) EG (nucleation begins at 70-80° C, focusing temperature 120° C) and (b) TREG
(nucleation begins at 95-105° C, focusing temperature 140° C) showing the similarity in
reduction temperature and products with RhCl3 due to the common Cl– anion. Scale bars
are 50 nm.
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The influence of the polyol solvent on the reduction temperature correlates with
its oxidation potential. Figure 2.8 shows linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) data for EG,
DEG, TREG, and TEG at room temperature and at 60 °C. The LSV data experimentally
verifies that the applied potential necessary for the onset of solvent oxidation increases,
and therefore oxidation potential decreases, with the molecular size of the polyol, likely
due to enhanced electronic stability of the alcohols afforded by the greater intermolecular
bonding provided by the ether functionalties. Further, Figure 2.8b indicates that the onset
potential of oxidation decreases with increasing temperature for all solvents. Therefore,
the redox reaction only begins spontaneously once enough thermal energy has been
provided to overcome the difference in half-reaction potentials between the metal reagent
and solvent.57 Accordingly, the larger polyols are weaker reducing agents and, with all
other variables remaining constant, they will require higher temperatures to initiate
reduction of Rh2+ or Rh3+. The data presented in Table 2.1 are consistent with this.

Figure 2.8 Linear sweep voltammograms corresponding to the oxidation of polyol
solvents using a platinum working electrode at (a) room temperature and (b) at 60° C in
the presence of a 0.4 M NaNO3 supporting electrolyte and using a sweep rate 10mV/s.
Higher onset potentials indicate a lower solvent oxidation potential. Potential
measurements versus an Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
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2.3.2 Size Control of Rhodium Nanoparticle Shapes
The surface-coordinating ligand appears to largely define the nanoparticle shape,
while the polyol solvent appears to help optimize monodispersity and morphological
yield. Superimposed upon these synthetic levers, reagent concentration can be used to
tune the average nanoparticle size while maintaining the morphology and size dispersity
defined by the anion and solvent. Figure 2.9 shows representative TEM images and size
distribution histograms for Rh icosahedra, cubes, and triangular plates made using
reagent concentrations less than and greater than those used to synthesize the
nanoparticles shown in Figures 2.1a,f,k, while leaving all other variables unchanged (e.g,,
using the same temperatures and solvents). The nanocubes represent an ideal system in
which the average size can be made larger or smaller as a function of reagent
concentration: 2.5 mM RhBr3 yields 4.6 ± 0.7 nm cubes, 10 mM RhBr3 yields 5.9 ± 0.8
nm cubes, and 30 mM RhBr3 yields 7.3 ± 1.0 nm cubes. The average size of the
icosahedra also can be tuned, from 4.4 ± 0.5 nm (2 mM Rh2(COOCF3)4) to 6.8 ± 0.9 nm
(40 mM Rh2(COOCF3)4), as can the triangular plates, from 9.6 ± 2.5 nm (2.5 mM RhCl3)
to 11.7 ± 2.5 nm (30 mM RhCl3). Size tunability for the smaller icosahedra and the
triangular plates was less robust than for the nanocubes, but was still successful at
shifting the mean by several nanometers as a function of reagent concentration. The
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data in Figure 2.9 confirm the trends in size tunability.
Scherrer analysis of the (111) peaks indicates average crystallite sizes of 4.8, 5.1, and 6.9
nm for the icosahedra, 4.6, 5.9, and 7.2 nm for the cubes, and 9.2, 10.1, and 11.1 nm for
the triangular plates. The plots in Figure 2.10 display the linear relationship between
reagent concentration and average particle size for the three shapes, which suggests that
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the growth is diffusion-controlled. UV–visible absorption spectroscopy indicated that the
maximum wavelength of absorption due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of Rh
varied among particle morphologies, with peak values of approximately 250 nm for
icosahedra, 255 nm for cubes, and 270 nm for triangular plates (Figures 2.11–2.14).
Furthermore, the intensity of SPR absorption of Rh cubes and triangular plates increased
with mean particle size, likely due to more pronounced corners and edges.58

Figure 2.9 TEM images (top), size distribution histograms (middle), and powder XRD
data (bottom) demonstrating size tunability for Rh icosahedra (a–e), cubes (f–j), and
triangular plates (k–o). Size distribution histograms (c,d,h,i,m,n) confirm average
particle sizes that are tunable from 4.4 ± 0.5 to 6.8 ± 0.9 nm for icosahedra, 4.6 ± 0.7 to
7.3 ± 1.0 nm for cubes, and 9.6 ± 2.5 to 11.7 ± 2.5 nm for triangular plates. Powder XRD
patterns (e,j,o) for these particles, along with those from Figure 1a,f,k (which have
intermediate sizes), show peak widths that increase with decreasing particle size and that
correlate well with the particle sizes determined by TEM analysis. The reference Rh
pattern corresponds to JCPDS card 5-0685. Scale bars are 20 nm.
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Absorbance (arb. units)

Figure 2.10 Plots showing the linear dependence of average particle size on the
concentration of the appropriate Rh reagent for (a) icosahedra, (b) cubes, and (c)
triangular plates.
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Figure 2.11 UV–vis absorption spectra of Rh icosahedra, cubes, and triangular plates
indicating the morphology-dependent variation in absorption due to the SPR of Rh. The
spectrum of PVP stabilizer, with a peak absorption of ~225 nm, is shown for reference.
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Figure 2.12 UV–vis absorption spectra of Rh icosahedra of varying size, indicating that
the intensity of the SPR absorption band at ~250 nm decreased relative to PVP with
average particle diameter.
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Figure 2.13 UV–vis absorption spectra of Rh cubes of varying size, indicating that the
intensity of the SPR absorption band at ~255 nm increased significantly relative to PVP
with average particle diameter.
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Figure 2.14 UV–vis absorption spectra of Rh triangular plates of varying size, indicating
that the intensity of the SPR absorption band at ~270 nm increased slightly relative to
PVP with average particle diameter.
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2.3.3 Heat-Up versus Hot Injection Synthesis
Many polyol reactions are carried out as described above, heating a homogeneous
one-pot mixture of all dissolved reagents from room temperature to a final focusing
temperature. However, an alternative approach is to inject the reagents into an alreadyhot solution, either rapidly or slowly with a syringe pump.27 The studies presented above
correlated product morphology and dispersity with the anion and polyol solvent. Here, a
series of hot-injection experiments were used to understand whether the differences
observed as a function of polyol solvent were inherently caused by the solvent itself or by
the temperature at which reduction and subsequent growth occurred. Rh2(COOCF3)4,
RhBr3, and RhCl3 were rapidly injected into hot polyol solvent at 120, 180, and 240 °C
(Figure 2.15) using the same reagent concentrations that were used in Figure 2.1. EG
was used for the injections at 120 and 180 °C and TREG was used for the 240 °C
injection because of its higher boiling point. To verify that any observed differences in
product size and morphology were due to temperature and not to the solvent, the Rh
reagent solutions were also injected into TREG at 180 °C and compared to the samples
prepared by injection into EG at 180 °C (Figure 2.16). No significant variance was
observed, indicating that while the results of the hot-injection syntheses are dependent
upon temperature, they are for the most part independent of the solvent.
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Figure 2.15 Representative TEM images of Rh nanoparticles synthesized by the rapid
hot injection of (a–c) Rh2(COOCF3)4, (d–f) RhBr3, and (g–i) RhCl3 into polyol solvent at
120 °C (EG), 180 °C (EG), and 240 °C (TREG). Scale bars are 20 nm. The hot-injection
images show similar morphological trends to the heat-up data shown in Figure 2.1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16 TEM images of nanoparticles produced from the rapid injection of (a)
Rh2(TFA)4 and (b) RhCl3 into 180° C TREG showing their similarity to the products
obtained from the rapid injection into 180° C EG. Scale bars are 50 nm.

The trends in Rh nanoparticle morphologies shown in Figure 2.15 compare
favorably with those presented earlier in Figure 2.1. For example, higher-temperature
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injection of Rh2(COOCF3)4 (the 180 and 240 °C samples in Figure 2.15b and 2.15c,
respectively) produced a larger population of nonicosahedral nanoparticles than at 120 °C
(Figure 2.15a). This is analogous to the observations in Figure 2.1a–d, where heating
Rh2(COOCF3)4 in the higher-order polyols DEG, TREG, and TEG (which had higher
reduction temperatures) produced a higher population of nonicosahedral particles.
Likewise, injection of RhBr3 into EG at 120 °C (Figure 2.15d) produced particles with
cube and truncated cube morphologies in 80% yield (analogous to the polyols that
facilitated reduction at lower temperatures in Figures 2.1e–g), while higher-temperature
injections produced more anisotropic and polydisperse particles (Figures 2.1h and
2.15e,f). Finally, hot injection of RhCl3 produced 3-fold branched particles at the lowest
temperature (Figure 2.15g), mostly triangular plates at the medium temperature (Figure
2.15h), and predominantly octahedral particles at the highest temperature (Figure 2.15i).
Again, this is analogous to the trends observed in Figure 2.1i–l, where the solvent with
the lowest reduction temperature generated branched particles (Figure 2.1i), moderate
reduction temperatures yielded triangular plates (Figures 2.1j,k), and higher temperatures
produced a mixture that is mostly triangular plates and octahedra (Figure 2.1l).
The data in Figures 2.1 and 2.15 together indicate that, for a given Rh precursor,
the temperature at which particle formation takes place is the primary determinant of
variability in morphology and dispersity. I attribute this to the influence of temperature
on the kinetics of precursor reduction and nanoparticle growth. For example, hot
injection at 120 °C typically requires 10–15 s for reduction to occur, while reduction is
almost instantaneous at 240 °C. This is the same for the heat-up method: solvents that
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facilitate lower-temperature reduction reduce at a much slower rate than those that
require higher temperatures to initiate reduction.
The reaction rate, which is a function of the temperature at which reduction
occurs, regardless of the method,59 controls how quickly seeds are produced and
determines whether growth occurs under thermodynamic conditions, where equilibrium
shapes form, or under kinetic conditions, where different morphologies are accessible. It
is well-known that anisotropic morphologies, such as rods and branched structures, form
when reaction conditions favor kinetic control, where particle growth occurs either very
rapidly (e.g. at high temperature) or very slowly (e.g. relatively low temperatures or
gradual addition of reagents using a syringe pump).60 Such conditions favor monomer
addition to the highest-energy facets of a seed (e.g. corners and edges) rather than
epitaxial growth across the entire particle. Particularly fast reduction, e.g. at high
temperatures, tends to yield greater morphological diversity because kinetic control
predominates over thermodynamic control and there is little separation between the
stages of seed nucleation and particle growth .34,61
Similarly, particularly slow reduction tends to yield a reactive monomer
concentration that is too low, which promotes growth at selected sites on a seed particle,
such as high-energy locations such as corners and vertices. Xia and co-workers have
synthesized 3-fold or 5-fold branched Rh nanoparticles by slow addition of RhCl3 or
Rh2(COOCF3)4 with a syringe pump into a hot solvent.35,36 In this system, fast injection
of RhCl3 into a lower-temperature solvent produced similarly branched nanoparticles
(Figure 2.15g) facilitated by slower reaction kinetics and indicating that an in situ gradual
addition of monomer occurred. Alternatively, reduction by the heat-up method at
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relatively low temperatures using RhCl3 in EG (Figure 2.1i) or Rh2(COOCF3)4 in 1,3propanediol (PDO) (Figure 2.17), which has a higher oxidation potential than EG and
therefore facilitates lower-temperature reduction, also produces 3-fold or 5-fold branched
nanoparticles. This suggests that lower-temperature reduction and gradual reagent
addition are equivalent strategies for achieving kinetically controlled growth.
These results and observations imply that, in order to access monodisperse
isotropic particles, a moderate rate of precursor reduction is essential. The thermal
conditions corresponding to a “moderate” rate will vary for each system, but the choice
of polyol solvent allows for tunability of the reduction temperature and subsequent
reaction rate, therefore facilitating optimization of particle quality and uniformity. This is
in addition to the impact of separating the nucleation and growth stages, which is also
known to be essential in the formation of uniform particles.62
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.17
TEM images of nanoparticles produced from the reduction of
Rh2(COOCF3)4 with 1,3-propanediol (PDO) (nucleation begins at 90-95 °C, focusing
temperature 120° C) indicating that 5-fold branched Rh nanoparticles begin to form along
with icosahedra when the synthesis takes place at a lower temperature. Scale bars are
100 nm for (a) and 50 nm for (b).
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2.3.4 Application: Synthesis of Rhodium Octahedra
In Figure 2.1l, where RhCl3 was reduced with TEG by gradual heating, octahedra
were observed as a minority product. In Figure 2.15i, where RhCl3 was injected directly
into TREG at 240 °C, octahedra became the majority product, although still in relatively
low morphological purity relative to other shapes that include cubooctahedra and
truncated octahedra. The observations and analyses outlined in the previous section
suggest that optimization of quality and morphological purity should be achievable by
selecting a polyol solvent that reduces Rh3+ to Rh0 at a high temperature (since octahedra
formed in the highest-temperature injection study) and that has a high reflux temperature
in order to effectively separate nucleation and growth. Poly(ethylene glycol) with an
average molecular weight of 300 (PEG 300) has 2–3 additional ethylene oxide groups per
molecule compared to TEG, based on the molecular weights, and a reflux temperature
that is higher (~325 °C). When RhCl3 is dissolved with PVP in PEG 300 and heated, the
solution begins turning darker around 130 °C. However, the color change that is
indicative of reduction (e.g., formation of a dark brown or black-colored solution) only
occurs at approximately 190 °C, which is significantly higher than in the lower-order
polyols.
Figure 2.18a shows a representative TEM image of the octahedra, which form in
approximately 70% morphological yield and have an average width of 6.7 ± 1.0 nm. The
SAED pattern in Figure 2.18b and powder XRD pattern in Figure 2.19 are consistent with
fcc-Rh. The HRTEM image in Figure 2.18c shows that the octahedra are single crystals
with lattice fringes of 0.22 nm, which corresponds to the (111) plane of Rh. The UV–vis
absorption spectrum (Figure 2.20) indicates that the SPR absorption peak lies at 245 nm.
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Octahedra of other noble metals, such as Au, Ag, Pt, and Pd, are known, but this
represents the first report of Rh octahedra synthesized without the assistance of additional
metals.31 While triangular plates, which are the predominant product formed using
medium-order polyols, were not observed upon heating RhCl3 in PEG 300, the presence
of exposed {111} facets is consistent with the hypothesis that the Cl– anion preferentially
stabilizes {111} planes. This affirms that for the RhCl3 system at high reduction
temperatures octahedra are favored, at intermediate temperatures triangular plates are
favored, and at low temperatures 3-fold branched particles are favored. These correspond
to the thermodynamic, isotropic kinetic, and anisotropic kinetic products, respectively,
and variation of the reducing solvent can selectively and predictably yield any of these
three morphologies.
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Figure 2.18 (a) TEM image, (b) SAED pattern, and (c) HRTEM image of Rh octahedra
synthesized by reducing RhCl3 in PEG 300. Particle counting analysis indicated (d) a
70% yield of octahedra with (e) a size distribution histogram showing an average
diameter of 6.7 ± 1.0 nm. Scale bars are (a) 20 nm and (c) 1 nm.
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Figure 2.19 Powder XRD pattern of octahedra synthesized from the reduction of RhCl3
in PEG 300.
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Figure 2.20 UV–vis absorption spectrum of 6.7 nm Rh octahedra, showing SPR
absorption at ~245 nm.
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2.4 Summary
Four distinct morphologies of monodisperse Rh nanoparticles have been
synthesized in high yield using a simple one-pot polyol heat-up method. These include
nanoscale cubes, octahedra, icosahedra, and triangular plates, the latter two of which have
not been previously reported. Surface-coordinating ligands define the
thermodynamically favored nanoparticle morphology, while the choice of polyol solvent
helps to fine-tune the uniformity through modulation of the growth kinetics.
Furthermore, the mean sizes of these particles can be tuned by manipulating the starting
concentration of the metal reagent. These results provide empirical guidelines for
synthesizing Rh nanoparticles, which are expected to facilitate the direct comparison of
their properties as a function of shape and size in catalytic and electrocatalytic
applications.
More generally, these results collectively uncover a new strategy for improving
the synthesis of monodisperse metal nanoparticles. Each polyol solvent has a different
oxidation potential, and this defines the temperature at which particle formation occurs.
Judicious polyol solvent selection, which permits tuning of the particle formation
temperature, is the primary synthetic lever for manipulating the rate of particle growth
and for determining whether particles form in a kinetic or thermodynamic growth regime.
To obtain the highest-quality isotropic particles, a moderate growth rate is desirable.
Importantly, these results use polyol solvent selection to merge two commonly used
nanoparticle synthesis strategies: the one-pot heat-up method and the syringe pump hotinjection method. The syringe pump method continuously delivers small, controlled
amounts of reagent, which facilitates kinetically controlled growth to yield products that
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often have complex morphologies and represent nonequilibrium nanostructures. By
using different polyol solvents, similar kinetic products can be obtained using simple
one-pot heat-up methods, as well as thermodynamic products with superior
monodispersity facilitated by the deliberate separation of the nucleation and growth steps.
While Rh nanoparticles were the focus of these studies, the concepts should be applicable
to other metal nanoparticle systems made using polyol processes.
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CHAPTER 3
The Ligand Matters: Insights from the Shape-Controlled
Synthesis of Rhodium Nanoparticles by Directed
Crystallization of Cluster Precursors

3.1 Introduction
The synthesis of colloidal nanoparticles is a rapidly expanding field due to their
many distinct and excellent properties. The inherent physicochemical and optoelectronic
characteristics of nanoparticles, such as the melting point,1 catalytic activity,2 electronic
structure,3 plasmon resonance,4 magnetism,5 and crystal structure,6 often contrast from
that of their corresponding bulk materials. In particular, noble metal nanoparticles such
as Pt, Pd, and Rh have received intense research interest owing to their application in
catalysis, photonics, electronics, sensing, and biomedicine.7 The performance of these
colloidal materials can be tuned through prudent control of their size, composition, and
shape. For example, with a heterogeneous nanocatalyst the size-determined ratio of
surface atoms, the composition-determined electronic structure, and the morphologydetermined surfaces exposed may all affect the activity and selectivity for a given
process. These principles suggest that the rational design of metal nanoparticles using a
thorough understanding of synthesis-structure relationships is imperative to the
development of next-generation technologies.
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Shape control is a powerful but challenging strategy, which imparts the ability to
optimize the properties of metal nanoparticles through the selective exposure of certain
crystallographic facets.

Common approaches to synthesize metal nanoparticles of a

single morphology include addition of shape-directing surface adsorbates or colloidal
stabilizers,8,9 prudent selection of reaction temperature or reducing agent, 10,11 controlled
reagent addition rate,12,13 and seed-mediated synthesis.14,15 It is generally accepted that
the most common means of achieving shape control in colloidal nanoparticles is through
the selective adsorption of ligands to certain crystallographic facets, which lowers their
thermodynamic surface energy during particle formation, and allows for the synthesis of
well-defined shapes such as cubes and icosahedra. Any species capable of coordinating
to a metal surface can direct the morphology of a growing nanoparticle in this manner,
but most often halides or other small anions are employed for shape selectivity in noble
metals.9 However, this does not explain the shape-selectivity between geometries bound
by identical facets but differing cystallinities, such as octahedra and icosahedra. The past
25 years have seen colloidal synthesis advance to produce a host of nanoparticles with
controlled shape; however, the pathway by which these materials crystallize from
molecular precursors, including any similarities or differences between the mechanisms
of disparate morphologies, remains elusive and may be considered one of the major
challenges in nanoscience.
The exact mechanism by which metal nanoparticles form is the topic of lively
debate.16 The traditional description put forth by LaMer and others is a two-step process
consisting of nucleation and growth.17-19

It predicts that when atomic monomer is

produced in solution, the concentration will continue to increase until it reaches a certain
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level of supersaturation. Beyond this concentration, homogeneous nucleation occurs
when the atoms bind together as a means to decrease the free energy of the system and
form solid precipitates of a size greater than a critical radius.20 Nucleated particles below
the critical size redissolve due to their high surface energy, whereas for stable particles
larger than this size growth becomes energetically favorable.21 Growth proceeds by
monomer attachment to the nucleated particles, such that small nuclei are difficult to
capture. For metals, the source of monomer is either the continued direct reduction of the
precursors to zero-valent atoms or through Ostwald ripening, whereby smaller particles
are sacrificially dissolved to contribute atoms to larger growing particles.22 Collectively,
this is referred to as the classical theory of crystallization in solution, and had been
generally accepted for decades.
Recently, computational23,24 and experimental25-29 studies suggest that clusters,
which consist of only a few hundred atoms or less (roughly ≤2 nm), may serve as a stable
or metastable intermediate during the crystallization of colloids in solution. This is
contrary to the classical picture, in which nucleation of particles over a certain critical
size occurs in limited amounts only when the solution is supersaturated with monomer,
and these nuclei quickly either grow or redissolve. The widespread formation of cluster
primary units in solution as the precursor to larger nanoparticles cannot be reconciled
within the framework of the classical theory, however it does conform to a classical twostep mechanism of crystallization,16,30 in which nucleation and growth are distinct and
separate processes. However, experimental verification of this phenomena has been
limited, especially for metal nanoparticles. Separately, however, stable clusters of noble
metals have been synthesized using a variety of means,31-33 including the reduction of
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molecular precursors in the presence of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP),34 and have
properties unique compared to both molecular species and larger nanoparticles.35
In recent years, an alternative growth mechanism to monomer addition has been
proposed in which nanoparticles form through the coalescence of smaller primary units.
Growth by coalescence was first reported in 1998 when Penn and Banfield observed TiO2
crystalline structures form in solution by the oriented attachment of small nanoparticles,
which contradicted the monomer addition growth predicted by classical crystallization
models.36 Importantly, they also observed that twinning, dislocations, and other planar
defects in the resultant crystal can form due to coalescent growth.

Subsequently,

coalescence has been identified as the primary mechanism of growth in a host of
nanoscale metals and compounds,28,37-41 including direct observation of the process
occurring by in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM)27,42-44 and in situ smallangle X-ray scattering (SAXS).45,46 The driving force of coalescence/oriented attachment
between two primary particles is potentially system-dependent, but molecular dynamics
simulations suggest that van der Waals forces, dipole–dipole interactions, adsorbate
interactions, and surface–solvent

effects all may play a role.47,48

The coalescence

mechanism of growth cannot be reconciled with the classical explanation of
crystallization in solution; however, in some cases growth by coalescence and monomer
attachment has been reported concomitantly.26,27,42 Elucidating the experimental factors
which determine whether the growth of metal nanoparticles proceeds by means of
monomer attachment, coalescence, or a combination of the two is essential to
understanding the synthetic mechanism of their formation.
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Here I describe a rigorous set of experiments to thoroughly analyze the role of
nucleation and growth in the formation of shape-directed metal nanoparticles. A polyol
process was utilized in which molecular precursors were heated at a certain temperature
to achieve reduction and nucleation, followed by a higher temperature to initiate growth
and size focusing.30

I studied the formation of several disparate nanoparticle

morphologies by the collection and subsequent analysis of aliquots taken during
nanoparticle synthesis, which has proven to be a powerful means of determining
crystallization mechanisms in solution syntheses.5,10,29 I found that in all cases ≤2 nm
metal clusters nucleate as a stable intermediate following reduction of the precursor
complex and prior to the initiation of widespread growth, contrary to classical nucleation
theory. Further, in order to examine the growth processes for shape-controlled products
independent of nucleation, a temporal separation of nucleation and growth was achieved
by employing a two-step reaction scheme. First metal precursor was reduced at low
temperature to generate a stock of nucleated clusters, and subsequently this was used to
form monodisperse metal nanoparticles of varying morphologies. I found that the same
cluster intermediate could be used to synthesize several distinct morphologies under
similar conditions, except with differing ligand environments present when growth was
initiated.

Extensive high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis revealed that the

mechanism of growth; either monomer addition, coalescence, or a combination of the
two; was variable, and likely directed by the anionic ligand present due to their
interaction with the metal surface.

Collectively, this represents the most thorough

analysis to date of how growth proceeds from cluster nuclei into several morphologies of
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metal nanoparticles, the differences in their growth mechanisms, and the imperative role
of the anionic ligand in controlling which mechanism predominates.
I focus these studies on the polyol synthesis of shape-controlled nanoparticles of
Rh, a particularly important catalytic metal due to its strong resistance to heat and
corrosion49 combined with its applicability towards a host of chemical transformations,
including oxidations, reductions, hydroformylations, and cross-couplings.50-53

Three

distinct Rh nanoparticle morphologies were examined, allowing for the analysis of a
variety of crystallinities and surface atomic arrangements. These consisted of singlecrystalline cubes bound by {100} facets, multiply-twinned icosahedra bound by {111}
facets, and singly-twinned triangular plates bound primarily by {110} facets. However, I
believe that the insights collected from this study are more widely applicable to the
polyol synthesis of other noble metals, and ultimately could lead to the more complete
understanding of the crystallization mechanisms essential for the design of superior
synthetic methods and development of more complex morphologies in shape-controlled
metal nanoparticles.

3.2 Experimental Details
3.2.1 Materials
Rhodium(III) chloride hydrate (RhCl3·xH2O, Rh 38.5–45.5%), rhodium(III)
bromide

hydrate

(RhBr3·xH2O),

dihydrogen

hexachloroplatinate

(IV)

hydrate

(H2PtCl6·6H2O, 99.9%), diethylene glycol (DEG, 99%), sodium bromide (NaBr,
99.99%), and sodium iodide (NaI, 99.9%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Rhodium(II)
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trifluoroacetate dimer [Rh2(COOCF3)4, 98%], sodium tetrachloropalladate (II) [Na2PdCl4,
99.99%], sodium trifluoroacetate (NaCOOCF3, 98%), hexadecyltrimethylammonium
chloride (CTAC, >98%) and triethylene glycol (TREG, >99%) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich.

Ethylene glycol (EG, >99%) was purchased from J. T. Baker.

Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), with an average molecular weight of 40,000, was
purchased from TCI.

Solvents, including acetone, ethanol, and hexanes, were of

analytical grade. All chemicals were used as received.

3.2.2 Synthetic Methods
The heat-up syntheses of Rh icosahedra, cubes, and triangular plates from
molecular precursors, was based on my previously-reported procedure.11 The Rh reagent
(0.1 mmol by Rh atom) and PVP stabilizer (2 mmol by repeating unit) were dissolved in
10 mL of polyol solvent using a sonic bath or, in the case of higher-order solvents, a 65
°C water bath.

For the synthesis of Rh icosahedra, NaCOOCF3 [8:1 ratio with

Rh2(COOCF3)4] was also added. The solution was stirred vigorously with a magnetic stir
bar under bubbling argon in a 25 mL three-neck flask fitted with a condenser and septum.
Temperature was maintained using a digital controller with glass-coated thermocouple
(Gemini, J-KEM Scientific) and 25 mL heating mantle (Glas-Col). The solution was
heated to a temperature at which particle nucleation began, as evidenced by a darkening
of the color. After holding at these conditions for 15 min, the solution was heated to a
focusing temperature, causing the solution color to darken further, and maintained there
for 75 min before being quenched with a cold water bath. For aliquot studies, a portion
of the reaction was removed with a syringe through the septum.
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For the synthesis of PVP and Cl-capped Rh clusters, 0.6 mmol of RhCl3·xH2O
and 12 mmol of PVP were dissolved in 60 mL of TREG using a 65 °C water bath
followed by sonic bath. The reaction solution was then pipetted into a 100 mL three-neck
flask equipped with a condenser, thermometer, septum, and containing a magnetic stir
bar. The reaction solution was bubbled with Ar from a needle inserted through the
septum and the temperature was increased to 100 °C. This temperature was maintained
for 75 min, resulting in the color of the solution darkening from orange to brown as Rh
clusters formed, before quenching the reaction with a cold water bath.
For the cluster-mediated synthesis of Rh cubes, 0.9 mmol of NaBr was dissolved
in 10 mL of Rh clusters in TREG (3:1 Br–:Cl–) using a sonic bath before being transferred
into the reaction setup and heated to 140 °C for 75 min. For the cluster-mediated
synthesis of Rh icosahedra, 3.6 mmol of NaCOOCF3 was dissolved in 10 mL of Rh
clusters in TREG (12:1 COOCF3–:Cl–) using a sonic bath before being transferred into
the reaction setup and heated to 125 °C for 75 min. For the cluster-mediated synthesis of
Rh triangular plates, 10 mL of Rh clusters in TREG were transferred into the reaction
setup and heated to 135 °C for 75 min. All reactions were quenched with a cold water
bath when completed. For aliquot studies, the scale of the reaction was increased to 30
mL of Rh clusters and portions of the reaction were removed with through the septum.
Spherical and cubic Pt particles were synthesized by dissolving 0.1 mmol
H2PtCl6·6H2O and PVP stabilizer (2 mmol by repeating unit) in EG, the latter with 1
mmol NaBr additionally added, and heating to 175 °C for 75 min. Spherical Pd particles
were synthesized by dissolving 0.1 mmol Na2PdCl4 and PVP in EG and then heating to
95 °C for 75 min. Pt and Pd clusters were synthesized by heating 0.1 mmol H2PtCl6 and
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2 mmol PVP in 10 mL TREG at 125 °C for 75 min and 0.1 mmol Na2PdCl4 and 2 mmol
PVP in 1 mL TREG and 9 mL H2O at 28 °C for 30 min, respectively. Once at room
temperature, all reaction solutions were diluted by adding three times the volume of 2:1
acetone:hexanes. All Rh, Pt, and Pd particles were separated from polyol solvents and
excess reagents by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 3 min and redispersed in ethanol with
a sonic bath. Excess hexanes were added and the particles were separated twice more by
centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 3 min before being stored dispersed in ethanol.

3.2.3 Characterization
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained from a JEOL
1200 EX II microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) images, high-angle annular dark field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM)
images, and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy coupled with STEM (STEM-EDS)
spectra were collected using a JEOL 2010F field emission microscope, operating at an
accelerating voltage of 200 kV. All microscopy samples were prepared by casting one
drop of dispersed sample in ethanol onto a 400-mesh Formvar and carbon-coated copper
grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Lattice spacings and crystallographic structure
were determined from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the HRTEM images, using
Gatan Digital Micrograph software. Particle counting analysis used a minimum of 200
individual

particles

and

size

was

determined

using

the

ImageJ

program

(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a
Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. UV–visible (UV–vis)
absorption spectra were obtained using an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer with a
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DH-2000-BAL light source and quartz cuvettes.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) analyses were performed on a monochromatic Al Kα source Kratos Axis Ultra
operating at 14 kV and 20 mA for an X-ray power of 280 W. Spectra were collected with
a photoelectron take-off angle of 90° from the sample surface plane and were referenced
to the C1s peak with a binding energy of 284.5 eV. Inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) was performed on a Perkin-Elmer Optima 5300DV
using synthetic standards from High Purity Standards to calibrate the results. Prior to
ICP-AES analysis, samples were digested in a 3.5% aqua regia solution. Small-angle Xray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed on a Molecular Metrology pinhole
camera system. The source was operated at 45 kV and 0.67 mA while the sample to
detector distance was 0.5 m. After correcting for the background, the data was analyzed
using Irena software.54

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Formation of Nanoscale Rh Cubes, Icosahedra, and Triangular Plates
Colloidal nanoscale Rh cubes, icosahedra, and triangular plates were synthesized
using my previously-reported heat-up procedure,11 which calls for a molecular source of
Rh and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) stabilizer to be dissolved in a glycol-based polyol
solvent. This solution is first heated to a certain nucleation temperature (NT) for 15 min,
and then subsequently to a higher focusing temperature (FT) for 75 min; as such,
nucleation and growth are separated, which results in a more monodisperse product.18 In
order to monitor the formation of these three discrete nano-morphologies, aliquots were
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collected from all reactions (1) upon reaching the NT, (2) after 15 min at the NT, (3)
upon reaching the designated FT, 30–40 °C higher than the NT, and (4) upon completion
of the reaction after 75 min at the FT. Centrifugation was employed in order to separate
the solid product precipitate from unreacted precursor, the polyol solvent, and any other
molecular species in the supernatant.
Figure 3.1 displays TEM images of the collected precipitates, illustrating the
evolution of colloidal clusters in the reaction. After polyol-induced reduction of the
precursor begins, strands of PVP present in the solution coordinate to the newly-formed
metallic surfaces through their amide moiety,55 affording colloidal stability to the clusters
through repulsion of other atomic assemblies. Examination of the TEM images taken just
as reduction has visibly commenced, as judged by a darkening of the reaction solution to
a brownish color, indicates all the clusters appear roughly spherical despite the disparate
morphologies of the eventual products (Figures 3.1a,e,i). For a face-centered cubic (fcc)
metal, such as Rh, the Wulff construct predicts that in the absence of kinetic variables or
structure-directing agents a pseudo-spherical particle would be the thermodynamicallyfavored crystalline structure as it minimizes the surface energy.56 The clusters visible by
TEM are on the order of 1–2 nm, which roughly corresponds to between one hundred and
several hundred atoms. A distribution of sizes is apparent, although rigorous dimensional
analysis is impeded by difficulty in discerning clusters from the carbonacious supporting
material and the likelihood that smaller atomic assemblies not discernible by TEM likely
exist concomitantly. HRTEM analysis of the clusters formed during the initial stages of
the reactions revealed no observable lattice fringes and produced no powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD) reflections, indicating a lack of long-range atomic order.12
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Figure 3.1 TEM images showing aliquots taken during the heat-up synthesis of Rh
cubes from RhBr3 in DEG (a–d), icosahedra from Rh2(COOCF3)4 in EG (e–h), and
triangular plates from RhCl3 in TREG (i–l). Aliquots were collected at (a,e,i) the
temperature corresponding to the visible onset of particle nucleation, (b,f,j) after 15 min
maintaining that temperature, (c,g,k) upon increasing the temperature by 30-40 °C, and
(d,h,l) after 75 min of focusing at that temperature. Scale bars represent 20 nm.

After maintaining the reaction at the NT for 15 min, TEM imaging of the
collected aliquots (Figures 3.1b,f,j) shows a bimodal distribution of Rh clusters and larger
seed particles, approximately 3–4 nm, are present (for the purposes of this dissertation I
define a “seed” as a particle for which growth has recently commenced, affording it a
clearly discernible size, morphology, and often crystallinity by TEM, as opposed to ≤2
nm clusters which have nucleated in solution but for which growth has not initiated).
However, upon heating the reaction solution 30–40 °C to the FT, TEM imaging indicates
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that particle growth has initiated in earnest (Figures 3.1c,g,k).

For all three

morphological systems, the mean size of the particles at the FT is over twice that of the
previous aliquot taken. Further, this widespread growth has been accompanied by the
development of three discrete morphologies: truncated cubes, pseudo-spherical
polyhedra, and anisotropic 3-fold branched particles. Concurrently, the population of
clusters dropped substantially, although some are still present. As a final step of the
reaction, the particles are held at the FT for 75 min before being quenched with cold
water. TEM imaging of the products (Figures 3.1d,h,l) show that the mean particle size
has increased slightly, and the products– cubes, icosahedra, and triangular plates– are
largely monodisperse nanoscale colloids with well-defined and uniform faces, corners,
and edges.11 Rh clusters are no longer visible in the product, as all of their atoms have
been incorporated into the nanoparticles.
In order to better visualize the nanoparticle formation mechanisms, especially
with regards to Rh clusters present, high-angle annular dark field scanning TEM
(HAADF-STEM) was employed to examine each of the aliquots.

HAADF-STEM

analysis has previously been used to image clusters of metal atoms,28,33,57 or even
individual atoms,58,59 due to the Z–contrast afforded by the technique between the heavier
metal atoms and the lighter supporting material. Figures 3.2–3.4 confirmed that Rh
clusters form exclusively upon the onset of reduction of the molecular metal precursor.
Furthermore, a distribution of cluster sizes is visible, ranging from roughly 2 nm to less
than 1 nm, in agreement with TEM imaging. After 15 min at the NT, a mixture of
clusters and larger seed particles are visible; however, upon reaching the FT, the
population of clusters is much diminished and larger nanoparticles are now prevalent.
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Following 75 min at the FT, no clusters are visible, and the product is only well-formed
crystalline nanoparticles. That particle growth is arrested only when the population of
clusters present diminishes suggests that these clusters could be the primary source of
monomer during the growth stage of the metal nanoparticles, and therefore an
intermediate species between the molecular precursor and the resulting metal
nanoparticle product.

Figure 3.2 HAADF-STEM images showing aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
cubes by heat-up synthesis using RhBr3 in DEG These images correspond to the TEMs
in Figures 3.1a–d. Aliquots were collected (a) upon visible onset of nucleation at 110 °C,
(b) after 15 min at 110 °C, (c) upon reaching the focusing temperature of 140 °C, and (d)
after 75 min at 140 °C.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.3 HAADF-STEM images showing aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
icosahedra by heat-up synthesis using Rh2(COOCF3)4 in EG. These images correspond
to the TEMs in Figures 3.1e–h. Aliquots were collected (a) upon visible onset of
nucleation at 115 °C, (b) after 15 min at 115 °C, (c) upon reaching the focusing
temperature of 155 °C, and (d) after 75 min at 155 °C.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4 HAADF-STEM images showing aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
triangular plates by heat-up synthesis using RhCl3 in TREG. These images correspond to
the TEMs in Figures 3.1i–l. Aliquots were collected (a) upon visible onset of nucleation
at 110 °C, (b) after 15 min at 110 °C, (c) upon reaching the focusing temperature of 135
°C, and (d) after 75 min at 135 °C.

Centrifugation of the aliquots allowed for the separation of metal particles from
molecular species in the solvent, and both were analyzed individually for each reaction,
along with the molecular Rh precursors, using UV–visible (UV–vis) absorption
spectroscopy (Figures 3.5–3.9).

Figure 3.5 shows the UV–vis absorption from the
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formation of Rh icosahedra. Both spectra are dominated by absorbance at 226 nm,
corresponding to the PVP (Figure 3.7) that is both adsorbed to the surface of the particles
and free in the supernatant solution. Absorbance due to the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) of Rh nanoparticles lies in the UV region 11,12,55 and is discernible for icosahedra
from approximately 240 nm to 320 nm. The UV–vis spectrum of the precipitate indicates
that as the particles grow larger in size, the intensity of the SPR absorbance also increases
relative to that of PVP. This is also true for other morphologies (Figures 3.8a and 3.9a),
although the SPR absorbance for Rh nanoparticles is shape-dependant, falling at ~250–
350 nm for Rh cubes and ~300–400 nm for Rh triangular plates. During each reaction,
the solution became noticeably more opaque approximately 15–20 °C above the NT. I
attribute this to the growth process initiating, with the darker color due to the increased
light scattering resulting from a larger mean particle size. This is verified by an observed
increase in the baseline absorbance across the visible region for each precipitate in the 3rd
and 4th aliquot compared to earlier in the reaction. Scattering also accounts for the
brownish color that develops in the initially-transparent reaction solutions upon reaching
the NT. The onset of precursor reduction results in Rh clusters forming, which can
scatter incident light.60 This corresponds to the low level of absorbance across the
spectrum in the first two aliquots.
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Figure 3.5 Normalized UV–vis absorption spectra in EG collected from the separated (a)
precipitates and (b) supernatants of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh icosahedra.
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Figure 3.6 Normalized UV–visible (UV–vis) absorption spectra of the three Rh
precursors dissolved in EG.

Figure 3.7 UV–vis absorption spectra of PVP stabilizer and several potential EG
derivatives dissolved in EG.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 Normalized UV–vis absorption spectra collected from the separated (a)
precipitates and (b) supernatants of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh cubes.
Early precipitates are dominated by Rh clusters which eventually form Rh cubes. Early
supernatants indicate unreacted RhBr3 is most prevalent in solution. The final
supernatant confirms all RhBr3 has been reduced and a glycol-derived species dominates.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9 Normalized UV–vis absorption spectra collected from the separated (a)
precipitates and (b) supernatants of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh triangular
plates. Early precipitates are dominated by PVP and Rh clusters, which eventually form
triangular nanoplates. Early supernatants indicate unreacted RhCl3 is most prevalent in
solution. The final supernatant confirms all RhCl3 has been reduced and a glycol-derived
species dominates.
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UV–vis analysis of the Rh icosahedra supernatants (Figure 3.5b) revealed that
absorbance centered at 580 nm, which indicates the presence of Rh2(COOCF3)4 (Figure
3.6), is found in the first three aliquots. Correspondingly, the supernatants of these
aliquots visually appear blueish-teal in color, while that of the final product is clear
Figure 3.10). This indicates that unreduced precursor can still be found in solution when
the FT is reached, which will contribute monomer to the growth of crystalline
nanoparticles, either directly or through Rh cluster intermediates. Similar results were
observed in the supernatants of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh cubes from
RhBr3 and triangular plates from RhCl3 (Figures 3.8 and 3.9), where high concentrations
of the molecular precursor are found in earlier aliquots and are not completely reduced to
Rh0 until the final aliquot. Aside from absorbance at 226 nm due to PVP, the spectrum
obtained from the supernatant of fully-formed icosahedral products was dominated by a
peak that developed around 257 nm. This absorbance is likely due to an organic species
that formed as a byproduct of ethylene glycol (EG) oxidation. Previous reports have
indicated that EG is oxidized to either acetaldehyde or glycoaldehyde,61 which are likely
further oxidized to other derivatives such as diacetyl, glycolic acid, and oxalic acid.62,63
UV–Vis analysis of plausible organic species (Figure 3.7) indicated that oxalic acid
dissolved in EG had an absorbance spectrum similar to the final supernatant in Figure
3.5. The presence of oxalic acid in the supernatant is feasible due to its stability and low
volatility, whereas many of the other possible derivatives are either reactive or would boil
off at the reaction temperature.64 The final supernatants collected from the cube and
triangular plate syntheses show similar absorbance due to one or more glycol-derived
species, but centered at 272 nm. There are many possible organic derivatives for these
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cases due to the greater molecular complexity of the reducing solvent, but it should be
noted that glyoxal has a similar absorbance signature.

Figure 3.10 Image of the supernatants separated from the 2nd, 3rd, and final collected
aliquots of the Rh icosahedra reaction. The blueish-teal color, which is due to unreduced
Rh2(COOCF3)4, can be readily observed in the 2nd aliquot supernatant, is significantly
diminished in the 3rd aliquot supernatant, and is absent in the clear supernatant of the final
product. This indicates that most, but not all, of the Rh2(COOCF3)4 is reduced upon
reaching the FT, and all has been reduced by the end of the reaction.

The collective observations from TEM, HAADF-STEM, and UV–vis analysis of
aliquots allows for a proposed generalized mechanism of Rh nanoparticle formation by
the polyol synthesis. The temperature of the solution is gradually increased until there is
a visible darkening of the reactants– the NT. At this point, enough thermal energy is
provided to drive the reduction of the Rh precursor to Rh0 and oxidation of the glycol to
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an aldehyde- or acid-containing species, the exact temperature being determined by their
collective redox potentials. Upon reduction, the metal atoms assemble to form ~2 nm or
smaller clusters, to which PVP coordinates and affords colloidal stability. Scattering by
these assemblies of metal atoms are responsible for a darker appearance of the solution.
Holding at the NT for 15 min allows for the reduction of a large portion of the precursor
to clusters, some of which begin growing into seed particles. Heating the solution an
additional 15–20 °C initiates nanoparticle growth in earnest, and causes the solution to
turn opaque due to increased scattering of incident light. Maintaining the reaction at a FT
30–40 °C above the NT allows for complete reduction of the Rh precursor and any
clusters present are incorporated into the final monodisperse nanoparticle product.
However, some mechanistic questions still remain. First, the process by which atoms and
clusters present in solution add to growing particles is not clear. While there have been
previous reports of 1–2 nm particles acting as an intermediate to nanoparticle formation,
in some cases growth occurs by monomer addition/Ostwald ripening and in others by
coalescence.37,42 Second, although the presence of Cl–, Br–, or COOCF3– must affect the
morphological outcome of the reaction, the mechanism and causation by which the
crystalline nature of the particles deviate from each other is not apparent. Third, the
nature of the clusters that form initially and their role in shape-selective synthesis is
uncertain. Importantly, distinct structural motifs generally do not form until the later
stages of each reaction, and the Rh clusters that initially form appear indistinguishable
despite eventually forming three different morphologies.

Therefore, I proceeded to

investigate these queries to achieve a more complete understanding of the mechanistic
aspects of shape-selective metal nanoparticle synthesis.
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3.3.2 High-Yield Synthesis and Characterization of Rh Clusters Formed
from the Reduction of RhCl3
In order to more thoroughly study the Rh clusters that form in the early stages of
my synthetic route, I modified the reaction conditions to selectively produce clusters
without initiating their growth into larger particles. By holding the reaction solution at a
lower temperature than my standard NT, but for a longer period of time, I was able to
produce clusters in high yield. Figure 3.11a shows a TEM image of the product obtained
when heating RhCl3/PVP in triethylene glycol (TREG) to 100 °C for 75 min, and Figure
3.12a shows its corresponding HAADF-STEM image. These images confirm the highyield synthesis of metal clusters on the order of 2 nm or less in size. The lower
temperature of this reaction provides sufficient thermal energy to reduce the RhCl3 and
induce nucleation, albeit at a slower rate, but not enough driving force to initiate the
widespread formation of seed particles, although a small amount of larger particles do
form. These clusters were found to be colloidally stable for weeks when dispersed in
polar media and kept at room temperature.
UV–vis absorption spectroscopy of the cluster in TREG solution indicated that
absorbance was dominated by the PVP stabilizer at 226 nm, with low absorbance, likely
due to SPR31,65 and scattering60 of the clusters, extending up to 540 nm (Figure 3.11b).
This is in contrast to the spectrum of the RhCl3 precursor, which absorbs most strongly at
247 nm and absorbs up to 600 nm. Additionally, the solutions are visually distinct
(Figure 3.12b) due to the widespread reduction of precursor that has occurred. These
observations suggest that after 75 min at 100 °C, the vast majority of RhCl3 has been
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reduced. However, to better determine what proportion of the Rh is accounted for by
these clusters, centrifugation was used to separate the colloidal particles from the
unreduced molecular RhCl3 precursor.

Each portion was subsequently analyzed by

inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) to determine its Rh
content. The concentration of Rh in the precipitate was over five times greater than that
of the supernatant, and the theoretical yield of RhCl3 reduction was 84.5%.

This

indicates that nearly all of the initial Rh was now contained within the clusters. These
results were further verified by measuring the UV–vis absorption of the supernatant and
redispersed precipitate. As shown in Figure 3.13, the supernatant was mostly clear and
had a low absorbance centered at 237 nm which I attribute to a mixture of PVP, glycol
derivative, and unreacted RhCl3.

Figure 3.11 (a) TEM image of Rh clusters synthesized from RhCl3 in TREG, indicating
their size regime of 2 nm or less. (b) Normalized UV–vis absorption spectra in TREG of
RhCl3 and Rh clusters, confirming the absence of RhCl3 in Rh clusters due to reduction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 (a) HAADF-STEM images of Rh clusters synthesized by the reduction of
RhCl3 in TREG at 100 °C for 75 min. These images correspond to the TEM in Figure
3.11a. (b) Visual differences can be observed between RhCl3, Rh clusters, and Rh
triangular plates.
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Figure 3.13 Normalized UV–vis absorption spectra collected from the separated
precipitate and supernatant of synthesized Rh clusters. The supernatant, which appears
clear, shows a broad absorbance peak centered at ~237 nm that likely results from a
mixture of PVP, glycol derivatives, and some unreduced RhCl3.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on the synthesized
clusters to elucidate their oxidation state relative to that of RhCl3 and Rh nanoparticles
(Figure 3.14). The results indicated a mixture of states that pointed to a reduced Rh 0
interior surrounded by more oxidized surface atoms. However, it was apparent that Rh
clusters were reduced relative to the molecular precursor, and the higher oxidation states,
compared to Rh nanoparticles, is a testament to the small particle size and high
percentage of undercoordinated atoms. XPS also indicated that significant Cl– is present
in the cluster sample, likely coordinating to the Rh surface atoms along with PVP.
Finally, SAXS was employed to better determine the size and size distribution of Rh
clusters present. As seen in Figure 3.15, the majority of particles detected fell in the
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diameter range of 2.5 to 4.5 nm, with an average of 3.6 nm. This would appear to be
larger than the diameters observed using TEM and HAADF-STEM; however, the colloid
sizes measured by SAXS include the PVP layer surrounding the metal clusters. As the
hydrodynamic radii of the particles are increased due to PVP, it is expected that the
observed diameters will be several nm larger than expected from microscopy imaging.
Further, SAXS confirms that a distribution of sizes is present within the sample, as the
standard deviation of cluster diameters was ±1 nm. While the majority of particles are
well-dispersed clusters, a small portion of the population has formed seed particles or
agglomerates 8–14 nm in diameter, in accordance with the images seen in Figure 3.12a.

Figure 3.14 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the Rh 3d region of Rh
clusters compared to that of Rh3+Cl3 and Rh0 triangular plates, indicating a mixture of
oxidation state of Rh in the clusters, likely Rh0 interiors and oxidized surface atoms.
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Figure 3.15 Raw data, fit, and particle size distribution from small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) of stock Rh clusters with PVP coating in ethanol. The PVP and Rh
clusters had an average total diameter of 3.6 nm with a standard deviation of 1 nm.
While the majority of Rh clusters are well-dispersed, a smaller portion agglomerates to
structures with diameters of ~8-15 nm.

Importantly, I found that all three morphologies of Rh nanoparticles being
studied– cubes, icosahedra, and triangular plates– could be separately synthesized from
one solution of as-prepared clusters (Figure 3.16),66 without the need for processing to
achieve morphological uniformity.14 I used the same Rh/PVP clusters as the starting
material for each of these reactions, but varied the ligand environment through salt
additives. Specifically, prior to heating the solution to the FT, for Rh cubes Br– was
added in the form of NaBr, and likewise with NaCOOCF3 added as a COOCF3– source
for Rh icosahedra. No further species were necessary for the synthesis of triangular
nanoplates, relying instead on the native Cl– of the clusters to direct their formation.
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Using a solution of previously-reduced clusters as the starting material for each of these
allows one to decouple the nucleation process from the growth process, and makes
apparent that the growth process is the driving force behind shape-controlled nanoparticle
synthesis. Further, by using a similar reaction temperature and solvent/stabilizer system,
I can posit that not only are the anionic ligands available to coordinate to the nanoparticle
the primary synthetic lever for my morphological control, but their effect as shapedirecting agents is only realized once the growth stage of the reaction initiates. My next
task was to determine how equivalent clusters can form three distinct nano-morphologies
during the growth process, why the ligand environment drives these divergent
crystallization pathways, and at what point of the formation mechanism this deviation
occurs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.16 TEM images of (a) Rh Cubes, (b) Rh icosahedra, and (c) Rh triangular
plates synthesized from the same lot of Rh/PVP clusters derived from RhCl 3, but using
different anionic additives and reaction temperatures. NaBr was added in the synthesis of
Rh cubes (a), NaCOOCF3 was added in the synthesis of Rh icosahedra (b), and no
additive was added in the synthesis of triangular nanoplates (c) as they instead rely on
latent Cl– present.
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3.3.3 Analysis of the Formation Mechanism of Three Distinct Morphologies
of Colloidal Rh Nanoparticles by the Directed Crystallization of Rh Cluster
Precursors
Rh cubes, icosahedra, and triangular plates were synthesized by my clustermediated route in which the same Rh/PVP cluster precursor and solvent was utilized for
each morphology, but the ligand environment was varied.

To better elucidate the

differences (and similarities) between the growth processes of these systems, a total of
nine aliquots were taken for each. Aliquots were first taken as the reaction system was
being heated up at temperatures 15 and 7 °C lower than the FT, as well as upon reaching
the FT. Aliquots were subsequently collected after being at that FT for 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 45,
and 75 min. Following centrifugation and washing, the precipitates of these aliquots
were thoroughly analyzed by TEM, HAADF-STEM, UV–vis, and especially HRTEM,
which is the predominant means to analyze the nanoscale crystal growth.67 This process
allows for temporal evaluation of the formation mechanism and monitor the process by
which the cluster precursors crystallize to form shape-controlled Rh nanoparticles.
Rh cubes were formed when NaBr was added to Rh/PVP clusters in TREG and
heated to a FT of 140 °C for 75 min. Cubes form due to Br – selectively coordinating and
stabilizing the {100} planes of Rh.68 TEM analysis of aliquots taken during the reaction
(Figure 3.17) showed that the growth process begins approximately when the FT is
reached, as widespread formation of 3–5 nm seed particles from the ≤2 nm cluster
particles is first observed in the third aliquot. The particles continue to grow larger until
the aliquot taken upon 45 min at the FT, after which the average particle size did not
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noticeably increase. This was confirmed by HAADF-STEM analysis (Figure 3.18),
which revealed that the population of Rh clusters in solution was greatly diminished after
20 min at the FT, and absent after 45 min at the FT. The cluster-mediated synthetic
method yielded nanocubes with a 90% selectivity and a mean diameter, as measured
across the hypotenuse, of 7.1 ± 0.9 nm.

UV–vis analysis of the purified aliquots

confirmed the development of a broad absorbance due to SPR of the cubes at ~250–350
nm (Figure 3.19).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.17 TEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh cubes from
Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaBr. Aliquots were taken (a) 15 °C lower
than the focusing temperature (FT) of 140 °C, (b) 7 °C lower than the FT, (c) upon
reaching the FT of 140°C, (d) after 2.5 min at the FT, (e) after 5 min at the FT, (f) after
10 min at the FT, (g) after 20 min at the FT, (h) after 45 min at the FT, (i) after 75 min at
the FT. All images 250,000x magnification.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.18 HAADF-STEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh cubes
from Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaBr. Labels correspond to the TEM
images seen in Figure 3.17. This indicates that the Rh cluster population is highly
diminished after 20 min at the FT, and are absent by 45 min at the FT.
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Figure 3.19 UV–vis absorption spectra of purified aliquots taken during the formation of
Rh cubes from Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaBr, indicating the
development of a broad absorbance due to surface plasmon resonance at ~250-350 nm.
Labels correspond to the images seen in Figures 3.17 and 3.18.

As the growth process initiated in earnest approximately when the FT was
reached, I examined aliquots taken at 0, 2.5, 5, and 10 min at the FT with HRTEM to
ascertain the mechanism of crystallization to form Rh cubes (Figures 3.20 and 3.21). At
FT0 min the 3–5 nm seed particles that had formed were all found to be single-crystalline,
primarily with lattice spacings corresponding to Rh{111}. This was confirmed by the
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fast Fourier transform (inset, Figure 3.20a) which indicated an atomic arrangement
consistent with fcc{111}, in contrast to the {100} facets that will eventually develop.
The quasi-spherical shape of the seed particles suggest that they are cuboctahedra bound
by a mixture of Rh{111} and Rh{100} planes, as has been reported for other fcc metal
nanoparticles,7 and consistent with the Wulff construction.69

HRTEM imaging of

subsequent aliquots showed that as the particles continue to grow larger, the {100} facets
become more dominate (inset, 3.20c) as they are stabilized by Br– adsorbates11 and the
higher-energy {111} planes are preferentially grown in.7

Therefore, a mixture of

cuboctahedra and truncated cubes are observed during the growth process. Importantly,
no twin boundaries were present and coalescence events were not observed, as the growth
appeared to be in a purely epitaxial manner with overgrowth of the cuboctahedral seeds
to form cubes. As a substantial molecular source of Rh is not present, this suggests that
Ostwald ripening is the dominate growth process in this system, with the Rh clusters
dissolving to act as the primary source of atomic monomer. A HRTEM image of a fullyformed Rh nanocube viewed along the [001] zone axis can be seen in Figure 3.20e. The
particle is single-crystalline and free of defects with lattice fringes of 1.9 Å that
correspond to the (200)/(020) planes of Rh, indicating the cube is bound by six {100}
facets in agreement with previous reports.11,68 The FFT of the cube can be indexed to
single-crystalline (001), in agreement with these observations.
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Figure 3.20 HRTEM images of particles during the formation of Rh cubes from Rh/PVP
cluster precursors in the presence of NaBr. Aliquots were taken (a) upon reaching the
FT of 140 °C, (b) after 2.5 min at the FT, (c) after 5 min at the FT, (d) after 10 min at the
FT. A representative nanocube product is shown in (e). Insets show the FFT of the
particle. This indicates that the growth of Rh cubes proceeds from cubooctahedral seeds,
with a mixture of {111} and {100} facets in an epitaxial manner through diffusional
monomer addition to form {100} facets selectively.
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Figure 3.21 Additional HRTEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
cubes from Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaBr. Labels correspond to the
images seen in Figures 3.17 and 3.18.

(c) [upon reaching the FT, Rh single-crystalline seeds]

(d) [2.5 min at the FT, Rh cuboctahedral single-crystalline particles]
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Figure 3.21 (continued)

(d) [continued]

(e) [5 min at the FT, Rh cuboctahedra and truncated cubes]
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Figure 3.21 (continued)

(f) [10 min at the FT, larger Rh cuboctahedra and truncated cubes]

Addition of NaCOOCF3 to my Rh/PVP in TREG cluster solution led to the
formation of icosahedra when heated to a FT of 125 °C for 75 min. Icosahedra consist of
20 tetrahedra joined by their {111} facets along twin boundaries;70 therefore, the
COOCF3– anion must lead to the selective formation of Rh{111} and multiple twinning.
Aliquots taken during the reaction were imaged using TEM (Figure 3.22) and revealed
that the growth of larger 3–4 nm seed particles begins to be widespread prior to the FT
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being reached, as a mixture of seeds and clusters are observed in the second aliquot
(taken when the reaction temperature reached 118 °C).

Subsequently, the average

particle size increased quickly before slowing down and eventually stopping at the
FT45min aliquot.

HAADF-STEM (Figure 3.23) confirmed that the Rh cluster

concentration had dwindled by FT20min and completely dissipated by FT45min. In the final
product, nanoicosahedra were synthesized from cluster precursors with a yield of 92%
and a mean diameter of 4.4 ± 0.5 nm. A broad absorbance due to the SPR of Rh
icosahedra was observed at ~240–320 nm by UV–vis absorption in the growing
nanoparticles (Figure 3.24).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.22 TEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh icosahedra from
Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaCOOCF3. Aliquots were taken (a) 15 °C
lower than the focusing temperature (FT) of 125 °C, (b) 7 °C lower than the FT, (c) upon
reaching the FT of 125°C, (d) after 2.5 min at the FT, (e) after 5 min at the FT, (f) after
10 min at the FT, (g) after 20 min at the FT, (h) after 45 min at the FT, (i) after 75 min at
the FT. All images 250,000x magnification.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.23 HAADF-STEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
icosahedra from Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaCOOCF3. Labels
correspond to the TEM images seen in Figure 3.22. The Rh cluster population is highly
diminished after 20 min at the FT, and are absent by 45 min at the FT.
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Figure 3.24 UV–vis absorption spectra of purified aliquots taken during the formation of
Rh icosahedra from Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaCOOCF3, indicating
the development of a broad absorbance due to surface plasmon resonance at ~240-320
nm. Labels correspond to the images seen in Figures 3.22 and 3.23.

HRTEM was utilized to better examine the crystallization mechanism of Rh
icosahedra (Figures 3.25 and 3.26). Interestingly, the 3–4 nm particles that form initially
are single-crystalline, likely of a cuboctahedral or truncated octahedral morphology, with
Rh{111} facets primarily exposed (Figure 3.26b). However, by the point that the FT is
reached, coalescence events are observed to be occurring between the single-crystalline
particles and smaller cluster particles (red arrows, Figures 3.25 and 3.26). At FT2.5min
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singly-twinned particles with grain boundaries (yellow arrows, Figure 3.25) are readily
seen, with continued coalescence events between these particles and smaller clusters
occurring.

By FT5min, multiply-twinned particles are prevalent.

Collectively, these

observations imply that coalescence is responsible for the formation of twin defects in
these growing nanoparticles.

Although previous reports have indicated that single-

crystalline particles can grow by coalescence with retention of the underlying atomic
structure,39 in the present case it appears that misorientation between the two particles is
the primary means of twin boundary formation.36 Presumably as a means of minimizing
the overall surface energy of the multiply-twinned crystals, the growing nanoparticles
undergo an internal rearrangement such that by FT10min they have formed an icosahedral
seed.10,44 Since the majority of particles already assume an icosahedral morphology by
FT10min, further growth (responsible for the mean particle size increasing from 3.9 to 4.4
nm) is hypothesized to proceed through epitaxial overgrowth of the seed through
dissolution of the remaining clusters by Ostwald ripening before arriving at the final
icosahedral product.

Figure 3.25e shows an HRTEM image of a fully-formed Rh

nanoicosahedron viewed close to a fivefold axis of symmetry. These polycrystalline
particles are bound by Rh{111} facets with lattice fringes of 2.20 Å, as indicated by the
corresponding FFT.
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Figure 3.25 HRTEM images of particles during the formation of Rh icosahedra from
Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaCOOCF3. Aliquots were taken (a) upon
reaching the FT of 125 °C, (b) after 2.5 min at the FT, (c) after 5 min at the FT, (d) after
10 min at the FT. A representative icosahedron product is shown in (e) with its FFT as
the inset. Yellow arrows mark twin boundaries and red arrows indicate coalescence
events. This suggests that the growth of Rh icosahedra proceeds through coalescence of
single-crystalline 3–4 nm particles with clusters to form multiply-twinned, and eventually
icosahedral, seeds. These twinned seeds then grow epitaxially to form icosahedra with
exposed {111} facets.
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Figure 3.26 Additional HRTEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
icosahedra from Rh/PVP cluster precursors in the presence of NaCOOCF3. Labels
correspond to the images seen in Figures 3.22 and 3.23.

(b) [7° lower than the FT, Rh single-crystalline particles]

(c) [upon reaching the FT, Rh single-crystalline particles, some beginning
to coalesce]
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Figure 3.26 (continued)

(c) [continued]

(d) [2.5 min at the FT, continued coalescence, formation of twinned
particles]
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Figure 3.26 (continued)

(e) [5 min at the FT, multiply-twinned particles]
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Figure 3.26 (continued)

(f) [10 min at the FT, rearrangement to form icosahedra]

When no additional anionic additives were added to the Rh/PVP in TREG
clusters, heating the solution to 135 °C for 75 min resulted in triangular plates due to the
influence of the Cl– anion. Aliquots collected during the reaction were analyzed by TEM
(Figure 3.27) and indicated that the growth of 3–5 nm seed particles from Rh clusters
initiated near when the FT was reached. The seeds continue to grow in an anisotropic
fashion, with threefold branched particles observed as the dominant morphology in
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subsequent aliquots. Gradually the region between the arms of the threefold branched
particles begins to grow in, until by the FT45min aliquot the final product of triangular
plates is observed. Analysis of the aliquots by HAADF-STEM (Figure 3.28) indicated
that Rh clusters are greatly diminished at FT20min and absent by FT45min, in accordance
with TEM observations.

The selectivity and size distribution were comparable to

previous reports of synthesized metal triangular nanoplates11,71,72 at 79% and 10.2 ± 1.8
nm, as measured from tip to opposite base, respectively.

UV–vis absorption

spectroscopy of the purified aliquots showed that a broad absorbance due to SPR
develops during the formation of triangular plates at ~300–400 nm (Figure 3.29).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.27 TEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh triangular plates
from Rh/PVP cluster precursors with no additives. Aliquots were taken (a) 15 °C lower
than the focusing temperature (FT) of 135 °C, (b) 7 °C lower than the FT, (c) upon
reaching the FT of 135°C, (d) after 2.5 min at the FT, (e) after 5 min at the FT, (f) after
10 min at the FT, (g) after 20 min at the FT, (h) after 45 min at the FT, (i) after 75 min at
the FT. All images 250,000x magnification.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.28 HAADF-STEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
triangular plates from Rh/PVP cluster precursors with no additives. Labels correspond to
the TEM images seen in Figure 3.27. The Rh cluster population is highly diminished
after 20 min at the FT, and are absent by 45 min at the FT.
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Figure 3.29 UV–vis absorption spectra of purified aliquots taken during the formation of
Rh triangular plates from Rh/PVP cluster precursors with no additives, indicating the
development of a broad absorbance due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) at ~300-400
nm. Labels correspond to the images seen in Figures 3.27 and 3.28.

Aliquots were also analyzed using HRTEM to determine the mechanism of
crystallization for triangular plates from Rh/PVP clusters (Figures 3.30 and 3.31). Much
like the cubes and icosahedra, the 3–5 nm particles that form initially are singlecrystalline; however, coalescence (red arrow, Figure 3.30) leads to the formation of
singly-twinned seed particles (yellow arrows, Figure 3.30) most of which have two or
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three branched arms by FT2.5min. It is important to note that, as with the Rh icosahedra,
coalescence appears to be responsible for the development of twin defects, and metal
nanotriangles have previously been observed to contain a single twin defect.71 Once
these twinned seeds have formed, growth takes place in an anisotropic fashion primarily
on the three branches that develop from each seed. Coalescence was not observed to
occur along these branches, making monomer addition the likely mechanism of branch
formation.

At FT5min there is a mixture of branched particles in various stages of

formation and Rh clusters, which is presumably the source of monomer for the growing
particles. The majority of these particles still are singly-twinned with multiple facets that
can be indexed to planes of the form Rh{110} (FFT inset, Figure 3.30c); however, grain
boundary migration and internal rearrangement40 eventually leads to the formation of a
single-crystalline face on the planar particles, with the (110) plane of Rh selectively
exposed (FFT inset, Figure 3.30d).

Concurrently, particle growth occurs primarily

between the arms as the threefold branched particles, with addition in these locations
likely resulting in the greatest decrease in surface energy, resulting in the voids being
filled to form triangular nanoplates. This formation route, with a singly-twinned seed and
branched intermediate, is radically different than previously-suggested mechanisms.72,73
HRTEM imaging of a Rh triangular nanoplate (Figure 3.30e) oriented along the [011]
axis revealed lattice fringes in two directions of 2.2 Å, corresponding to (111) planes, and
in a third direction of 1.9 Å, which corresponds to Rh(200). The FFT of the particle
produces a diffraction pattern that can be indexed to a single-crystalline (110) plane of
Rh. The broad facet of exposed Rh(110) is particularly interesting because previous
reports of triangular plates for other fcc metals71,72 indicated a (111) arrangement of
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atoms on their face, and also because there are few routes to fcc metal nanoparticles
bound primarily by {110} planes.74 It is difficult to ascertain unambiguously what facets
bind the edges of the triangular plate, but assuming they are orthogonal to the face then
two (111) and one (100) plane would make up the edges of the nanoparticle.
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Figure 3.30 HRTEM images of particles during the formation of Rh triangular plates
from Rh/PVP cluster precursors with no additives.
Aliquots were taken (a) upon
reaching the FT of 135 °C, (b) after 2.5 min at the FT, (c) after 5 min at the FT, (d) after
10 min at the FT. A representative triangular nanoplate product is shown in (e). Insets
show the FFT of the particle. Yellow arrows mark twin boundaries and the red arrow
indicates a coalescence event occurring. This suggests that the growth of Rh triangular
nanoplates proceeds through coalescence of single-crystalline 3–5 nm particles with
clusters to form singly-twinned seeds, then anisotropic growth to threefold branched
particles, followed by monomer addition between the branches and atomic rearrangement
to form triangular plates with single-crystalline {110} faces.
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Figure 3.31 Additional HRTEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of Rh
triangular plates from Rh/PVP cluster precursors with no additives. Labels correspond to
the images seen in Figures 3.27 and 3.28.

(c) [upon reaching the FT, Rh single-crystalline seeds ]

(d) [2.5 min at the FT, Rh singly-twinned branched particles]
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Figure 3.31 (continued)

(d) [continued]

(e) [5 min at the FT, Rh branched particles showing growth between
branches, some still with twin defects]
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Figure 3.31 (continued)

(f) [10 min at the FT, nearly fully-grown triangular plates with singlecrystalline faces]

(i) [Additional images of fully-formed Rh triangular plates]
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Figure 3.31 (continued)

(i) [continued]

3.3.4 Insights on the Shape-Controlled Polyol Synthesis of Rh Nanoparticles
Collectively, the results of these studies provide important insights into the polyol
shape-controlled synthesis of nanoparticles.

In contrast to the traditional theory of

colloidal particle growth, which calls for a burst of nucleation to take place from a
supersaturated atomic solution with subsequent solvated atoms adding directly onto these
growing nuclei, I have observed that metal clusters nucleate gradually throughout the
nanoparticle formation process. Further, the mechanism of particle growth appears to be
either through the dissolution of these clusters to produce free atoms for monomer
addition (Ostwald ripening), or coalescence of these clusters with the growing particle.
However, most importantly, both primary growth mechanisms observed require the
formation of clusters as intermediate species between molecular precursors and colloidal
crystal products. Additionally, although many specific metal cluster geometries have
been reported in the literature previously, including “magic number” clusters,31,32,34 I
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believe that these properties do not influence my synthesis, as a distribution of cluster
sizes and shapes were observed in all reactions. This is in contrast to previous reports
that attribute the eventual nanoparticle morphology to particular cluster geometries that
form initially.
Although Rh clusters all assume pseudo-spherical geometries following
nucleation that are difficult to disseminate from each other, the growth process can lead
to several distinct nano-morphologies. My observations suggest that the resultant shape
is largely dictated by the nature of the seed particles that form, especially with regards to
their crystallinity– single-crystalline, singly-twinned, or multiply-twinned.

The

formation of twins in the seed is particularly important to the evolution of anisotropic
products or structural intermediates.73 In turn, the crystallinity of the seed appears to
depend primarily upon its mechanism of formation, specifically whether it develops by
monomer addition, coalescence, or a combination of the two processes. Ultimately, I
believe that the mechanism of growth, and therefore the resultant crystallinity, is
primarily dependent upon the ligand environment present during particle formation. In
the case of metal nanoparticles, anionic species are the ligands determining these
processes since they coordinate to the surface of the metal crystal. Rh metal clusters will
form seeds particles with distinct crystallinity in different ligand environments, including
single-crystalline seeds in the presence of Br–, multiply-twinned seeds in the presence of
COOCF3, and singly-crystalline seeds in the presence of Cl–.
I hypothesize that the underlying reason for this disparate growth processes lies
with the strength of adsorption of these different ligands to the metal surface.39 Br– is
known to strongly adsorb to the surface of Rh and other metals;68 in contrast COOCF3
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adsorbs only weakly. This can be observed experimentally when multiple anions are
present in solution during growth.

A 1:1 ratio of Br–:Cl– during Rh nanoparticle

formation results in mostly cubes, due to the stronger adsorption energy of Br–.
Alternatively, a 1:1 ratio of COOCF3–:Cl– results entirely in triangular plates, due to the
weak adsorption of COOCF3 to the surface of Rh relative to that of Cl–. In fact, I found
that in order to form icosahedra in high yield from Rh clusters derived from RhCl3, a 12fold excess of COOCF3– compared to incipient Cl– was necessary. This indicates that the
adsorption strength of these anionic ligands to the surface of Rh is Br– > Cl– >> COOCF3–
. Simultaneously, my HRTEM studies revealed that when Br– was present, coalescence
was not observed and the primary mechanism of seed formation for Rh cubes was
epitaxial monomer addition through Ostwald ripening. Conversely, when COOCF3– was
the dominate ligand present, coalescence was rampant throughout the growth process,
resulting in multiply-twinned seeds. Formation of seed particles in a Cl– environment
consisted of a mixture of coalescence and monomer addition. I therefore believe that
when a surface is strongly “capped” by a ligand, coalescence is disfavored, likely due to
the electrostatic repulsion of the adsorbate species or a lack of van der Waals interactions
between particle surfaces.13,40 However, weaker adsorbates have greater mobility on the
surface, allowing for growing particles and clusters to overcome repulsion and come in
contact with each other to coalesce.

It should be noted, however, that for all

morphologies monomer addition was observed following the ligand-determined
formation of the seed particle, in accordance with in situ TEM observations that
coalescence events were more common for smaller particles,42 The growth process
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ceased when clusters were no longer present, as there was no longer a source of
monomer.
Finally, although my observations were all made using the Rh nanoparticle
system, I believe that these principles may be applicable to other shape-controlled metal
nanoparticles produced by the polyol process. To verify this, I synthesized Pt cubes, Pt
spheres, and Pd spheres by simple heat-up procedures in EG, taking aliquots during their
formation (Figures 3.32–3.34). It was observed by TEM that, as in the case of Rh, 1–2
nm metal clusters formed initially as reaction intermediates between the molecular
precursor and crystalline nanoparticles. These clusters were no longer seen in the final
products, as their atoms were all incorporated into the nanoparticles through either
coalescence or Ostwald ripening. Additionally, in the presence of Br– ligands, which are
known to adsorb strongly to the surface of Pt,13,68 single-crystalline cubes were formed,
likely through a monomer-addition growth pathway. Conversely, in the presence of more
weakly-adsorbing Cl– ligands, multiply-twinned particles form, likely due to coalescence
events occurring during the growth process between the more weakly capped particles.
Collectively, these results indicate that, for systems in similar thermal and solvent
regimes, the ligand present is the primary influence upon the mechanism of growth and
the resulting morphology of colloidal metal nanoparticles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.32 (a–d) TEM images of aliquots taken during the heat-up synthesis of Pt cubes
from H2PtCl6·6H2O in EG at 175 °C with added NaBr, indicating it is a (in situ) clustermediated synthesis of single-crystalline particles. All images 250,000x magnification.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.33 (a–d) TEM images of aliquots taken during the heat-up synthesis of
spherical Pt nanoparticles from H2PtCl6·6H2O in EG at 175 °C indicating it is a (in situ)
cluster-mediated synthesis of twinned particles. All images 250,000x magnification.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.34 (a–d) TEM images of aliquots taken during the heat-up synthesis of
spherical Pd nanoparticles from Na2PdCl4 in EG at 95 °C indicating it is a (in situ)
cluster-mediated synthesis of twinned particles. All images 250,000x magnification.
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3.3.5 Preliminary Results of a Metal Cluster Building Block Route to
Nanoparticles
Using insights from my cluster-mediated synthesis of cubes, icosahedra, and
triangular plates I then attempted to expand number of metal nanoparticle products
accessible using cluster-mediated synthesis. First, using an identical stock of synthesized
Rh clusters, significant morphological diversity is achievable through prudent addition of
anionic ligands to serve as shape-directing agents (Figure 3.35). As mentioned
previously, when clusters derived from RhCl3 are heated to 135 °C the native Cl– leads to
the formation of triangular plates, and when Br– is added in a 3:1 ratio, relative to Cl–, Rh
cubes result in high yield. When I– is added by dissolving NaI in the reaction solution,
cubes form in the product which suggests that I– selectively adsorbs to Rh(100), much
like Br–. Unlike Br–, however, when I– is added in a 3:1 ratio, relative to native Cl–, a
mixture of cubes and triangular plates results. This indicates that I– adsorbs less strongly
to the surface of Rh(100), and likely has an adsorption enthalpy comparable to Cl–.
Conversely, when an excess of I– is added to the cluster precursor prior to heating (12:1 I–
:Cl–) a product nearly all (95+%) Rh cubes results.
As noted above, COOCF3 added in excess (12:1 ratio, relative to Cl–) results in a
high yield of icosahedra. However, when added in a 3:1 ratio, a mixture of icosahedra
and triangular plates is formed. Finally, when CTAC is added to the Rh cluster precursor
solution, surprisingly a mixture of Rh polyhedra form when heated instead of triangular
plates, despite Cl– being the only anionic ligand present. I hypothesize this is due to
CTA+ micelles forming in solution and influencing the kinetics of nanoparticle
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crystallization from the Rh cluster precursors. It is especially intriguing that when a
mixture of anions is present in nearly equal concentrations, each appears to independently
direct the formation of a certain facets and crystallinities. This suggests that each
individual particle is primarily bound by one anion, and the distribution of morphologies
is likely a function of the relative adsorption strength and concentration of each anion
present in solution.

Figure 3.35 TEM images of the various Rh nanoparticle products accessible using the
same lot of Rh(Cl–/PVP) clusters by varying the anionic ligand shape-directing agent
present. Scale bars are 20 nm.
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Synthetic methods to produce clusters of Pt and Pd were also developed. In each
case the molecular precursor had Cl– ligands, leading to a stock solution of clusters bound
by PVP and Cl–. As shown in Figure 3.32, when Pt particles form in the presence of Br–,
nanocubes are formed due to selective adsorption of Br– to Pt(100), much like with Rh.
Therefore, I attempted to synthesize alloy nanocubes of Rh and Pt by using a 1:1 mixture
of Rh clusters and Pt clusters, as determined by volume of homogenous stock solutions of
equal concentration, in the presence of Br–. When heated to 190 °C in TREG for 75 min,
a product of 82% nanocubes resulted (Figure 3.36a). Further, STEM-EDS linescans and
mapping indicated a nearly 50:50 alloy composition and elemental distribution for the
RhPt cubes (Figures 3.36b,c). Similarly, a 1:1 mixture of Rh and Pd clusters were heated
to 140 °C in TREG for 75 min, with Cl– as the only anion present in solution. The
resulting product had a spherical morphology (Figure 3.37a), similar to when Na2PdCl4
was heated in EG (Figure 3.34). Once again, STEM-EDS linescans and mapping
confirmed a ~50:50 elemental composition in the RhPd alloy nanospheres (Figures
3.37b,c).
I found that each of the cluster syntheses were scalable up to at least the 1 mmol
of molecular precursor level. These preliminary tests serve as a proof of concept that
large stocks of noble metal clusters can be produced and then subsequently used to
synthesis a wide variety of colloidal noble metal nanoparticle morphologies and
compositions. This “building block” strategy potentially has great utility in the future
synthesis of shape- and composition-controlled nanoparticles, and it likely can be
employed to produce core-shell and other more complicated architectures as well.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.36 (a) TEM image of RhPt cubes synthesized from a 1:1 ratio of Rh and Pt
cluster particles in the presence of Br– as a shape-directing agent. (b) STEM-EDS
linescan of a single RhPt cube indicating nearly a 1:1 ratio of Rh:Pt. (c) Bright field
STEM image and STEM-EDS elemental maps indicating that Rh and Pt are nearly
uniformly distributed throughout the alloy nanoparticles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.37 (a) TEM image of RhPd spheres synthesized from a 1:1 ratio of Rh and Pd
cluster particles with only native Cl– present as a shape-directing agent. (b) STEM-EDS
linescan of a single RhPd sphere indicating nearly a 1:1 ratio of Rh:Pd. (c) Bright field
STEM image and STEM-EDS elemental maps indicating that Rh and Pd are nearly
uniformly distributed throughout the alloy nanoparticles.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, I elucidated several important mechanistic insights on the
formation of metal nanoparticles that have hitherto not been reported. I have shown that,
for the case of shape-selective synthesis of Rh particles, the nucleation process is largely
nonclassical, whereby PVP-stabilized colloidal cluster intermediates nucleate from
solution initially and can continue to nucleate without initiation of growth. The roughly
spherical clusters have a distribution of sizes, approx. 2 nm or less. Further, I have
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demonstrated that these metal clusters act as stable reaction intermediates which can be
collected and subsequently used to form a variety of shape-controlled Rh nanoparticles
following the thermal initiation of growth. For the first time, to my knowledge, I have
related the ligand environment present during colloidal metal nanoparticle growth to both
the resultant morphology and the crystallization mechanism responsible for the formation
of that morphology. Specifically, I propose that the anionic ligands influence not just
which crystallographic planes will be thermodynamically-favored in the product, but also
what crystallinity will be favored. HRTEM analysis suggests that twinned nanoparticles
are likely to result when particle growth occurs in the presence of a weakly-bound ligand,
due to a proliferation of coalescence events occurring during formation, whereas a
strongly-bound ligand promotes epitaxial growth by Ostwald ripening resulting in singlecrystalline products.

For Rh nanoparticles, strongly-bound Br– favors the epitaxial

formation of single-crystalline cubes, weakly-bound COOCF3– favors the coalescent
formation of multiply-twined icosahedra, and moderately-bound Cl– favors mixed
formation of singly-twinned triangular plates.

In this manner, the colloidal growth

mechanism can be classified as either classical, nonclassical, or a hybrid, depending upon
the ligands present. In all cases growth largely halts once the supply of metal clusters
present in solution is exhausted. Finally, I have shown that the findings garnered from
this study on the mechanism of Rh nanoparticle formation are likely general to the
synthesis of other noble metal nanoparticles by polyol routes.

Preliminary studies

indicate that clusters produced from several different metal precursors can subsequently
be reacted together to produce nanoparticles of controlled morphology and composition,
which allows for a potential “building block” strategy to nanoparticle synthesis.
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CHAPTER 4
Synthesis and Crystallographic Analysis of Shape-Controlled
Tin(II) Sulfide (SnS) Nanocrystal Photocatalysts: Evidence for
a Pseudotetragonal Structural Modification

4.1 Introduction
Among the most widely studied semiconductor nanocrystals are PbS, PbSe, CdS,
and CdSe, which have desirable and tunable optoelectronic properties distinct from those
found in the bulk materials,1-3 but include highly toxic lead and cadmium. Compounds of
tin with group VI elements such as sulfur represent promising and more benign
alternatives that contain exclusively inexpensive and earth-abundant elements.4

In

particular, tin(II) sulfide (SnS), which occurs naturally as the mineral herzenbergite, has
gained increasing attention. Bulk SnS is a p-type semiconductor with an indirect band
gap of 1.07 eV and a direct band gap of 1.3 eV that exhibits a high absorption coefficient
and excellent hole mobility.5,6 Additionally, the exciton Bohr radius of SnS is estimated
to be ~7 nm, such that the band gap of SnS can increase for particles with diameters on
the order of 14 nm or less due to quantum confinement effects.7-9 The similarity of its
indirect band gap to that of silicon, coupled with its proximity to the band gap of



* Reproduced in part with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 135, A. J. Biacchi, D. D.
Vaughn, and R. E. Schaak, Synthesis and Crystallographic Analysis of Shape-Controlled
SnS Nanocrystal Photocatalysts: Evidence for a Pseudotetragonal Structural
Modification, 11634–11644, Copyright 2013 The American Chemical Society.
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optimum photovoltaic efficiency according to the Shockley–Quesser limit, has generated
much interest in applying SnS toward devices such as solar cells,10 field effect
transistors,11 photodetectors,12 and electrochemical capacitors,13 as well as Li ion battery
anodes14 and photocatalysts.15
SnS typically crystallizes in the GeS structure type, which is orthorhombic
(Pnma) and can be described as a strongly distorted NaCl structure with nominally
octahedral coordination geometry.16 Two-atom-thick Sn–S layers extend in the b- and cdirections, while the interlayer bonding, extending in the a-direction to connect the Sn–S
slabs, is weaker.17 These bonding characteristics, therefore, impart anisotropy on the
structure of GeS-type SnS by providing a chemical driving force for SnS crystallites to
adopt two-dimensional (2D) morphologies, including nanosheets, nanoplates, and
nanobelts. The SnS(100) surface is selectively exposed in these nanostructures and is
relatively inert due to a lack of dangling bonds.18 The layered structure also leads to
strongly anisotropic physical properties, which makes the fabrication of morphologically
diverse structures particularly interesting.

While less studied than its other IV–VI

nanocrystal counterparts, a growing number of reports describe the synthesis, properties,
and applications of monodisperse colloidal SnS nanostructures. Using solution-based
methods, there are reports of ~20 nm plates,19 ~10 nm triangular particles,20 and ~500 nm
tetrahedra.19,21 However, the majority of synthetic protocols that produce colloidal SnS
yield roughly spherical or irregular particles.8,11,20-24
Three key observations emerge from the existing reports of SnS nanostructures.
First, while a few examples of high-quality colloidal SnS nanocrystals have been
reported, much less is known about the chemical factors that influence their synthesis
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than for other, more highly studied colloidal semiconductor systems.

Second, the

colloidal SnS nanocrystal system lacks the rigorous morphological diversity and general
size and shape uniformity that is becoming increasingly common for other related
cadmium and lead chalcogenides. The accessibility of high-quality shape-controlled
colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals with excellent and useful properties is an important
prerequisite for incorporation into emerging applications and next-generation
technologies. Third, a growing number of SnS nanocrystal reports describe them as
adopting a mixture of the standard GeS-type phase that is stable in bulk systems, along
with a metastable zincblende (ZB) polymorph that is not observed in bulk SnS. This
highlights the potentially complex structural diversity that exists in nanoscopic SnS.
The metastable ZB polymorph that has been reported in syntheses of both SnS
thin films25-28 and colloidal nanoparticles11,19,21,29 is important because the different
arrangement of atoms would lead to physical, optoelectronic, and catalytic properties that
are distinct from those of GeS-type SnS, which is also referred to as α-SnS. However, to
my knowledge, phase-pure ZB-type SnS has not been reported for SnS, in either the
colloidal or thin film literature.

Careful analysis of the published powder X-ray

diffraction patterns from all recent reports indicate that the proposed metastable ZB-type
SnS phase can account for only some of the observed reflections, with the remaining
peaks attributed to the GeS-type phase (α-SnS). Walsh and co-workers used density
functional theory (DFT) calculations to study the stability of ZB-type SnS relative to
other polymorphs. Interestingly, they concluded that the formation of ZB-type SnS is not
feasible on the basis of thermodynamic arguments and that prior reports of its formation
may be inaccurate because of misinterpreted powder XRD data.30 This, coupled with the
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fact that colloidal nanoparticles of high-purity ZB-type SnS have not been reported,
warrants more in-depth investigations of the crystal structure adopted by SnS when
synthesized as colloidal nanoparticles, given the important role that a material’s crystal
structure has on defining and understanding its properties.
Here, I describe the high-yield synthesis of colloidal SnS nanostructures that
spans a range of distinct morphologies and sizes, including ~12 nm cubes, ~10 nm
spherical polyhedra, and ~270 nm square nanosheets.

These particular systems are

significant for several reasons. First, the SnS nanocubes represent a rare example of
cube-shaped colloidal nanocrystals of a noncubic, layered material, and as such, these
results provide important new insights into morphology control in the SnS system.
Second, the morphological diversity facilitates systematic studies that ultimately establish
important nanostructure–property correlations, which have not yet been reported for the
SnS system.

In particular, I show that the 0D SnS nanocubes and spherical

nanopolyhedra are significantly more active for the photocatalytic degradation of
methylene blue than their 2D nanosheet analogues. Finally, the quality, crystallinity, and
size/shape diversity of the colloidal SnS nanocrystals allow in-depth crystallographic
characterization in order to study their structural polymorphism, in particular with respect
to their crystallization in the stable GeS structure type versus as metastable polymorphs
such as ZB. Specifically, I show that a significant structural distortion emerges in SnS
nanocrystals, which transforms the orthorhombic GeS structure type into a
pseudotetragonal phase that is distinct from ZB.

Importantly, this single

pseudotetragonal phase accounts for all of the observed peaks in diffraction patterns that
have previously been claimed to consist of a mixture of GeS-type SnS and ZB-type SnS.
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As such, these results help to rationalize and account for the discrepancies that exist
between theoretical predictions of SnS polymorph stability and experimental claims.

4.2 Experimental Details
4.2.1 Materials
Tin(IV)

chloride

(99%),

tin(II)

acetate,

oleic

acid

(90%

tech),

hexamethyldisilazane (>99%), and methylene blue hydrate were purchased from SigmaAldrich.

Thioacetamide (99%), sulfur (99.5%), and 1-octadecene (90% tech) were

purchased from Alfa Aesar. Oleylamine (>50%) and tri-n-octylphosphine (>85%) were
purchased from TCI America.

Solvents, including toluene, hexanes, acetone, and

ethanol, were of analytical grade. All chemicals were used as received.

4.2.2 Synthetic Methods
All reactions were performed under an argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk
techniques. SnS spherical polyhedra were synthesized using a procedure modified from a
literature report.20 1-octadecene (5 mL,15.6 mmol), oleic acid (4.5 mL, 14.2 mmol), and
tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) (3 mL, 6.7 mmol) were added to a 100 mL three-neck flask
equipped with a condenser, thermometer, septum, and containing a magnetic stir bar.
The reaction flask was sealed and placed in a heating mantle (Glass-Col) on a stir plate.
To this was added tin(IV) chloride (SnCl4) (0.25 mL (2.1 mmol) through the septum
using a syringe. While being stirred vigorously, the reaction flask was evacuated and
raised to 120 °C for 10 min to remove any residual water. After lowering the temperature
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to 90 °C, the reaction solution was put under an argon blanket and hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS, bis[trimethylsilyl]amine) (1 mL, 4.8 mmol) was added through the septum with
a syringe, causing the solution to turn from clear to milky white in color.

The

temperature was raised to 140 °C, and a 0.077 M thioacetamide solution consisting of
0.075 g (1.0 mmol) thioacetamide dissolved in 10 mL (30.4 mmol) of oleylamine and 3
mL (6.7 mmol) of TOP was injected all at once. The solution rapidly turned dark brown,
and the temperature briefly dropped to ~125 °C before quickly recovering.

The

temperature was maintained at 140 °C for one h before removing the reaction flask from
the heating mantle and allowing it to cool to room temperature.
SnS cubes were synthesized similarly to SnS spherical polyhedra, with some
modifications. After adding HMDS at 90 °C, the temperature was raised to 170 °C. A
larger-volume 0.077 M thioacetamide solution was prepared, consisting of thioacetamide
(0.15 g, 2.0 mmol) dissolved in oleylamine (20 mL, 60.8 mmol) and TOP (6 mL, 13.4
mmol). Five milliliters of this thioacetamide solution was injected all at once, causing
the color to turn from milky white to black and the reaction temperature to drop from 170
to ~155 °C before recovering quickly. The remaining 21 mL of growth solution was then
added dropwise with a syringe through the septum, taking care to maintain the reaction
temperature at 165–170 °C. After the last of the growth solution was added, the reaction
was allowed to proceed at 165–170 °C for 5 min before removing the flask from the
heating mantle and allowing it to cool to room temperature. For aliquot studies, a portion
of the reaction was removed with a syringe through the septum. SnS nanocrystal samples
were collected from solution by adding ethanol in a 1:1.5 solvent:cosolvent ratio and
centrifuging at 12,000 rpm for 3 min. After decanting the supernatant, the dark brown
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precipitate was redispersed in toluene. This solution was then centrifuged at 6,000 rpm
for 1 min, with the supernatant collected and precipitate discarded.
To synthesize SnS nanosheets, tin(II) acetate (Sn[COOCH3]2) (24 mfg, 0.10
mmol) was dissolved by sonication in oleylamine (20 mL, 60.8 mmol) and added to a
100 mL three-neck flask equipped with a condenser, thermometer, septum, and
containing a magnetic stir bar. Then 110 μL of a 1 M solution of oleylamine–sulfur [320
mg (10 mmol) of sulfur in 10 mL (30.4 mmol) of oleylamine, resulting in a dark red
solution] was also added. The reaction flask was sealed and placed in a heating mantle
on a stir plate. While being stirred vigorously, the reaction flask was evacuated and raised
to 120 °C for 10 min to remove any residual water. After the temperature was lowered to
90 °C, the reaction solution was put under an argon blanket and 1 mL of HMDS was
added through the septum with a syringe. The temperature was then raised to 180 °C at
about 10 °C/min, resulting in a black solution. After an additional 30 min at 180 °C, the
flask was removed from the heating mantle and allowed to cool to room temperature.
The reaction solution was added to 30 mL of a 3:1:1 acetone:hexanes:toluene mixture
and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min to yield a black precipitate. After decanting the
supernatant, the SnS nanosheets were redispersed in toluene. Next, an equal volume of
ethanol was added as a cosolvent, and this solution was centrifuged again at 12,000 rpm
for 10 min. The precipitate was collected and redispersed in toluene for storage.

4.2.3 Characterization
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained from a JEOL
1200 EX II microscope operating at 80 kV. Particle size distribution was determined
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with ImageJ software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) using a minimum of 200 individual
particles. SnS nanocube diameter was taken as the edge length. High-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) images, selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns, and nanobeam
diffraction (NBD) patterns were collected using a JEOL 2010 LaB6 microscope and a
JEOL 2010F field emission microscope, both operating at an accelerating voltage of 200
kV. Scanning transmission electron microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) were performed using the JEOL 2010F, which is outfitted
with an EDAX solid-state X-ray detector. ES Vision software (Emispec) was used for
EDS data processing, with the Sn L-shell and S K-shell transitions, which do not
appreciably overlap, chosen for quantitative EDS analysis.

All microscopy samples

were prepared by casting one drop of dispersed SnS in toluene onto a 400 mesh Formvar
and carbon-coated copper grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Lattice spacings and
crystallographic structure were determined from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
HRTEM images, using Gatan Digital Micrograph software. Powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were collected with samples drop-cast on an amorphous plate using a
Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffractometer and Cu Kα radiation at room temperature.
Simulated atomic structures, powder XRD patterns, and electron diffraction patterns were
made using the CrystalMaker software suite. 3D crystal structures were modeled using
WinXMorph.31 UV–vis absorption data were measured on SnS/toluene solutions in a
quartz cuvette using an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer with a DH-2000-BAL light
source.

Ultraviolet–visible–near-infrared

(UV–vis–NIR)

diffuse

reflectance

measurements were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer
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equipped with a 150 mm integrating sphere. UV–Vis–NIR samples were prepared by
drop-casting a concentrated solution of SnS dispersed in toluene onto a quartz substrate.

4.2.4 Calculations
Band structure and density of states calculations were performed using the plane
wave code CASTEP, implemented in Materials Studio, using the general gradient
approximation (GGA) with the revised exchange-correlation potential by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE). The ultrasoft pseudopotential plane wave formalism was used with
an energy cutoff of 280 eV. A Monkhorst-Pack grid with a sufficiently dense k-point
mesh was implemented for the convergence of the results and calculation of the density
of states. The self-consistent total energy in the ground state was obtained using a
density-mixing scheme. The convergence threshold for self-consistent field (SCF)
tolerance was set to less than 2x10-6 eV/atom.

4.2.5 Photodegredation
Solutions of SnS dispersed in toluene were precipitated by adding ethanol in a
1:1.5 ratio and centrifuging at 12,000 rpm for 3 min. After decanting the supernatant, the
dark brown precipitate was dried under vacuum overnight. Two milligrams of the
resulting powder was then weighed out and dissolved in 1 mL of toluene using a sonic
bath. This solution was then pipeted into a quartz cell containing a stir bar and 2 mL of a
0.008 mg/mL aqueous solution of methylene blue hydrate. The cell was placed on a stir
plate under a 300 W Xe lamp AM1.5G solar simulator (Newport, output power adjusted
to 100 mW/cm2) and mixed in the dark for 5 min to equilibrate. Next, an initial
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ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) absorption spectrum of the aqueous phase was collected,
using a fiber optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics), by removing the cell from the stir plate
and allowing the immiscible solvents to quickly separate. The cell was then placed back
on the stir plate and the shutter was opened, exposing the solution to visible light by
using a UV cutoff filter (λ > 420 nm) and IR water filter. At 2.5-min intervals, the
shutter was closed and a UV–vis absorption spectrum was collected of the aqueous layer
until the degradation of the methylene blue was completed, as judged by the relative
absorption at 663 nm compared to the baseline.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Synthesis of SnS Nanocubes, Spherical Nanopolyhedra, and
Nanosheets
Figure 4.1 shows representative TEM images of the as-synthesized SnS cubes and
spherical polyhedra at two different magnifications. The nanocrystals are largely uniform
in both size and morphology. Statistical analysis of the SnS nanocubes revealed an
average edge length of 11.5 ± 1.9 nm and an estimated morphological yield of 95%. For
the SnS spherical polyhedra, the average diameter was 9.7 ± 1.5 nm, with an estimated
morphological yield of 92%. The remaining ~8% of the sample consisted of particles
that were roughly tetrahedral or pyramidal in morphology and collectively are similar in
shape to previously reported SnS particles.19,20

SAED patterns for an ensemble of

particles (Figure 4.1b,e) indicate that both morphologies are highly crystalline and of the
same crystal structure.

However, the cubes display noticeable preferred orientation
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(evidenced by some differences in the relative intensities of the diffraction rings) because
they were drop-cast onto the sample grid and therefore align preferentially with the faces
of the cubes exposed. No oxide shell was visible, and wide-area EDS analysis, along
with STEM-EDS linescans across individual particles (Figure 4.2), indicated a nearly 1:1
atomic ratio of Sn to S (52% Sn, 48% S), confirming the SnS stoichiometry.

Figure 4.1 Representative TEM images (two magnifications) and SAED patterns of SnS
cubes and spherical polyhedra: (a,c) ~12 nm SnS cubes with (b) corresponding SAED
pattern and (d,f) ~10 nm spherical polyhedra with (e) corresponding SAED pattern.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2 (a) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum of SnS nanocubes.
Quantitative analysis of the Sn(L) and S(K) transitions indicated that the Sn:S atomic
ratio was 52:48. The large Cu signal results from the Cu TEM grid. Quantitative
analysis of SnS spherical polyhedra yielded a similar Sn:S atomic ratio (53:47). (b)
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image coupled with EDS linescan
across a single cube and (c) the resulting signal for Sn(L) and S(K) as a function of
position.
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To compare the zero-dimensional (0D) SnS nanocrystals described above to
larger two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures in the sections that follow, SnS sheets were
also synthesized. Representative TEM images of the SnS sheets are shown in Figure 4.3.
The sample consists of ~2/3 square nanosheets, with an average edge length of 270 ± 50
nm, and ~1/3 higher aspect ratio rectangular nanosheets.

Importantly, only 2D

nanosheets were observed in this sample, indicating a nearly quantitative 2D
morphological yield. Monodisperse 1D nanobelts and 2D nanosheets have been reported
previously for SnS,11,29,32-34 as well as for other GeS-type semiconductors including GeS,
GeSe, and SnSe.35,36 However, to my knowledge, these represent the first report of
laterally uniform, square-shaped 2D nanosheets of SnS with all edge lengths <500 nm, in
contrast to previous reports with edge lengths > 1 μm. The polycrystalline SAED pattern
shown in Figure 4.3b corresponds to an ensemble of nanosheets, and is consistent with
GeS-type SnS. Analysis of an individual sheet (Figure 4.3c) by SAED (Figure 4.3d)
indicates that it is single-crystalline and can be indexed to the (100) plane of α-SnS,
which adopts the orthorhombic GeS structure type that is nominally the most stable SnS
polymorph. The starburst fringes seen on the surface of the SnS sheet in Figure 4.3c are
likely due to buckling, and have been observed for other thin 1-D and 2-D
nanostructures.11,29,32-34

HRTEM imaging of the sheets (Figure 4.3e) confirms their

single-crystalline nature and the corresponding FFT (Figure 4.3f) corroborates the
diffraction pattern in Figure 4.3d.

Measurement of the reciprocal space distances

between the FFT diffraction spots were quantitatively consistent with those of the SAED
pattern, their inverse values matched well with the lattice fringes of the HRTEM image,
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and they were indexed to the (100) plane of α-SnS (Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1). Although
some measurement error is unavoidable due to slight deviation from the zone axis (for
example, the two {011} d-spacings calculated in Table 4.1 vary by 0.02 Å), it can be
mitigated through analysis of an ensemble of nanostructures. From these measurements,
the interatomic distances for the (010) and (001) planes were determined to be 3.98 Å and
4.34 Å, respectively. These correspond to the b and c lattice constants of orthorhombic
GeS-type SnS, respectively, and their values match those of bulk SnS (b = 3.98 Å, c =
4.33 Å).37 This explicitly establishes that quantitative FFT analyses of high-quality
HRTEM images can be used to extract accurate interatomic distances and lattice
constants, analogous to electron diffraction data.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Representative TEM image of a group of SnS nanosheets with (b) the
corresponding SAED pattern and (c) TEM image of a single SnS nanosheet with (d) the
corresponding SAED pattern, which can be indexed to SnS(100). (e) HRTEM image of a
single SnS nanosheet and (f) the resulting FFT. The lattice fringe measurements in (e), as
well as the arrangement and reciprocal space distances of diffraction spots in (f), can be
indexed to the (100) surface of -SnS, corroborating the SAED patterns. All reciprocal
distances in (f) are in units of nm-1.

Figure 4.4 Simulated electron diffraction pattern for orthorhombic α-SnS(100), showing
the expected reciprocal space distances between characteristic diffraction spots.
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Table 4.1 Calculation of d-spacings and lattice constants for SnS sheets using
quantitative HRTEM/FFT results and comparison to powder XRD results from
experiment and literature. [Note that the (002) reflection from powder XRD is too weak
to clearly discern, so values are not meaningful and therefore are not included.]

4.3.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction Patterns of SnS Nanostructures
Figure 4.5 shows the powder XRD pattern for a representative drop-cast solution
of SnS nanosheets. The pattern matches well with the simulated pattern for α-SnS. As is
commonly observed for other GeS-type 1D and 2D nanostructures, the drop-cast SnS
sheets showed high relative intensities for the (400) and (800) Bragg reflections. This
indicates preferred orientation in the [100] direction, which is orthogonal to the layers
that bulk α-SnS inherently tends to form.

The lattice constants of the sheets were

determined from the powder XRD data to be a = 11.18 Å, b = 3.98 Å, and c = 4.32 Å,
which agree with the literature values for α-SnS (a = 11.18 Å, b = 3.98 Å, c = 4.33 Å)37
and are also consistent with the SAED and HRTEM FFT analyses of the (100) plane, as
discussed in the previous paragraph (Figure 4.3, Table 4.1). Importantly, this establishes
that the interatomic distances as determined from quantitative FFT analyses of highquality HRTEM images for a known crystallographic plane can also be reasonably
correlated to powder XRD data.
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Figure 4.5 Powder XRD pattern of SnS nanosheets (black), which matches the
simulated pattern of α-SnS (red). The relatively high intensity of the (400) and (800)
reflections indicates preferred orientation in the [100] direction. Inset: an expanded
region between 35° and 65° 2, highlighting the good agreement between the
experimental and simulated patterns.

Figure 4.6 shows the powder XRD patterns for drop-cast solutions of the SnS
cubes and spherical polyhedra from Figure 4.1. Scherrer analysis of the most intense
reflections yielded a calculated crystallite size of 13 nm for the SnS cubes and 11 nm for
the spherical polyhedra, which is in good agreement with the average particle sizes
determined by TEM. This suggests that the cubes and spherical polyhedra are largely
single-crystalline. Compared to the powder XRD pattern of the SnS sheets in Figure 4.5,
the powder XRD patterns of the 0D nanocrystals in Figure 4.6 appear noticeably
different, and they do not match as well with the simulated diffraction pattern of α-SnS
(red patterns in Figure 4.6). Most apparent is that the reflections corresponding to the
(201) and (210) planes, which are separate and distinct for α-SnS at 26.0° and 27.5° 2θ,
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respectively (Figure 4.5), have been replaced by a single reflection at 26.5° 2θ (Figure
4.6a,b). Additionally, the most intense reflections of both the SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra (located at 30.8° and 31.0° 2θ, respectively) do not precisely correspond to any
reflection in the pattern of α-SnS. Other more subtle, but significant, differences in the
XRD patterns for the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra versus the SnS sheets include
shifts in the positions of the (101) reflection from 22.0° to 22.9° 2θ, the (411) reflection
from 44.8° to 44.1° 2θ, and the (601) reflection from 53.4° to 52.4° 2θ. The reflection at
35° 2θ corresponds to a small amount of SnO2. The differences in relative intensities
between the reflections in Figure 4.6a vs. those in Figure 4.6b are due to preferred
orientation in the nanocubes samples, which does not occur for the spherical polyhedra.
The powder XRD patterns for the 0D nanocrystals are clearly distinct from those
of the sheets. Indeed, the powder XRD patterns in Figure 4.6, for the cubes and spherical
polyhedra, are consistent with those previously reported to correspond to mixtures of
metastable ZB-type SnS and GeS-type α-SnS.11,19,21,25-29

However, by adjusting the

lattice constants to a = 11.55 Å, b = 4.12 Å, c = 4.12 Å (distinct from the lattice constants
of α-SnS, which are a = 11.18 Å, b = 3.98 Å, c = 4.33 Å)37 while all other
crystallographic parameters are kept the same, I was able to generate a single-phase
simulated diffraction pattern that matched well with the experimental powder XRD
patterns for the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra (Figure 4.6, blue pattern). I arrived at
these lattice constants, in part, by recognizing that the (201) and (210) reflections largely
overlap, which suggests that the b and c lattice constants are equal or nearly so.
Therefore, the SnS crystal structure that corresponds to the experimentally observed
powder XRD patterns for the cubes and spherical polyhedra is best described as
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pseudotetragonal.

Such crystallographic distortions are not unprecedented, as 0D

nanocrystals of SnSe, which is isostructural with SnS in the bulk form, were reported to
distort from a Pnma space group to Cmcm with decreasing particle size.

Figure 4.6 Powder XRD patterns (black) of (a) SnS cubes and (b) SnS spherical
polyhedra showing simulated patterns for α-SnS (red) and the proposed pseudotetragonal
modification of SnS (blue). The insets show expanded characteristic regions that
highlight the significantly better agreement with the powder XRD patterns of
pseudotetragonal-SnS than with α-SnS. The asterisk (*) indicates an SnO2 impurity.
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A direct comparison of the simulated diffraction patterns of α-SnS and of the
modified pseudotetragonal form can be seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. In addition to the
aforementioned shift in the (201) and (210) reflections, relatively intense reflections in
the simulated XRD pattern for the pseudotetragonal form [(011) at 30.7° 2θ and (400) at
30.9° 2θ] now fall directly at the Bragg angle of the highest-intensity reflections in the
experimental XRD patterns for the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra. Additionally, the
observed (101), (411), and (611) reflections match well with those expected on the basis
of simulated XRD pattern. However, in order to further compare the crystal structure
associated with the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra to the experimental and simulated
powder XRD patterns, especially to verify that the collection of experimentally observed
reflections are attributable to a single-phase pseudotetragonal form of SnS and not due to
a mixture of phases, HRTEM with FFT analyses were performed, as was done for the
SnS sheets.

Note again that HRTEM analysis of single particle surfaces has been

established as a reasonable means of measuring interatomic distances of indexed
planes,39-41 which can subsequently be used to corroborate powder XRD data.
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Figure 4.7 Direct comparison of the simulated powder XRD patterns of orthorhombic αSnS and the proposed pseudotetragonal modification of SnS, highlighting the numerous
reflections that are shifted.

Figure 4.8 Expanded version (relative to Figure 4.7) of the simulated electron diffraction
patterns of orthorhombic α-SnS and the proposed pseudotetragonal modification of SnS,
showing numerous reflections that are shifted.
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4.3.3 Crystallographic Analysis of SnS Nanocubes and Spherical
Nanopolyhedra Using HRTEM Images
Figure 4.9b–d shows HRTEM images of two representative single-crystal SnS
cubes and their corresponding FFTs. The FFTs of both images were indexed to the (011)
plane of bulk SnS based on the pattern of the diffraction spots, and the electron beam was
oriented very close to the [011] zone axis. These FFT patterns were corroborated by
single-particle nanobeam diffraction (NBD) (Figure 4.10). Furthermore, the arrangement
of 2D lattice fringes on the surface of the particle is visible in Figure 4.9b, which
corresponds to the distinctive two up, two down pattern of atoms proceeding in the [100]
direction of the (011) surface, as seen in simulated models of that atomic plane (Figure
4.9a). However, despite the qualitative correlation between the FFT and the expected
diffraction pattern of α-SnS, quantitative measurements differed. The reciprocal space
distances from spots in the diffraction pattern to their inverses, going through the central
spot, can be converted to interatomic distances on that crystalline facet, and these values
did not correspond with those expected on the basis of the simulated diffraction pattern of
α-SnS. As seen by comparison of parts d and e of Figure 4.9, the reciprocal distance
between the {400} diffraction spots was found to be 6.94 nm-1 instead of 7.16 nm-1,
which is the value that would be expected for α-SnS. Likewise, the distance between the
{011} spots was 6.88 nm-1 instead of 6.80 nm-1, the distance between the {111} spots
was 7.08 nm-1 instead of 7.03 nm-1, and the distance between the {411} spots was 9.76
nm-1 instead of 9.87 nm-1. While these distances did not match those of α-SnS, they did
match well with the simulated diffraction pattern of the distorted pseudotetragonal form
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of SnS (Figure 4.9f), which was generated using lattice constants determined from
analysis of the powder XRD data. Direct measurement of the lattice fringes visible by
HRTEM provides substantially less resolution of interatomic distances than the
complementary FFT. However, Figures 4.9b,c display measured distances of 2.9 Å for
both the {400} and {011} lattice fringes, and these corresponded well with the values
determined from the FFT analysis, after conversion from reciprocal space to real space.
HRTEM analysis of 30 randomly chosen cubes indicated that 22 were oriented such that
their top facet could be indexed, via FFT analysis, to one of the four {011} planes of
pseudotetragonal SnS. This strongly suggests that four of the six primary facets of the
SnS cubes are bound by planes of the form {011}. Similarly, HRTEM analysis of the
spherical polyhedra revealed that they too were single-crystalline and many were bound
by similar {011} facets (Figure 4.11), although a smaller fraction (13 out of 30).
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Figure 4.9
(a) Atomistic models of the SnS(011) surface of the proposed
pseudotetragonal modification of SnS. (b) HRTEM image of a SnS nanocube taken
slightly offset from the [011] zone axis (inset: resulting FFT) to display fringes
corresponding to the same atomic arrangement seen in (a). (c) HRTEM image of a SnS
nanocube taken from the [011] zone axis with measured lattice fringes and (d) the
resulting FFT, which can be indexed to SnS(011). Quantitative analysis of the reciprocal
distances between inverse diffraction spots seen in (d) do not correspond well with the
simulated electron diffraction pattern of α-SnS(011) in (e), but are an excellent match
with the simulated electron diffraction pattern of pseudotetragonal SnS(011) in (f). FFTs
in (b) and (d) have been rotated for ease of comparison. All reciprocal distances are in
units of nm-1.
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Figure 4.10
nanocubes.

(a)

NBD patterns indexed to SnS(011) obtained from several individual

(b)

Figure 4.11 (a) HRTEM image of a SnS spherical polyhedron with the electron beam
aligned close to the [011] zone axis and (b) the corresponding FFT with measured
reciprocal distances, which can be indexed to pseudotetragonal SnS(011).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 (a) HRTEM image of a representative ensemble of SnS nanocubes and (b)
FFTs of the corresponding regions labeled in (a). Five of the seven crystalline facets
(A,C,D,E,F) can be indexed to SnS(011), while the facets located in regions B and G
likely are SnS(h11) planes. This strongly suggests that the nanocubes are bound
primarily by SnS(011) planes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 (a) HRTEM image of a SnS nanocube with the electron beam aligned close
to an [h11] zone axis and (b) corresponding FFT with measured reciprocal distances,
which can be indexed to a high-index (h11) plane of pseudotetragonal SnS.

Further HRTEM/FFT characterization indicated that the SnS cubes (Figures 4.12
and 4.13) and spherical polyhedra (Figure 4.14) were also bound by a second, different
crystallographic plane. The arrangement of diffraction spots (Figure 4.14b) suggested
that this facet belongs to the {h11} family of planes (Figure 4.15). Quantitative FFT
analysis suggested that this facet must be a higher index plane of the form {h11},
although I cannot unambiguously attribute the pattern to a specific hkl plane because the
difference in spacings between diffraction spots for high-index h11 planes is extremely
small. However, the values obtained, as detailed below, are measurably different than
most obvious low-index possibilities, including (111), which argues strongly for the
presence of a high-index facet, which I tentatively label as (15 1 1) based on the
measured reciprocal distances between inverse diffraction spots (Figure 4.14c,d). The
angle at which (15 1 1) slices through the unit cell approaches that of (100), thus giving
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rise to a similar diffraction pattern (Figure 4.15b), but with measurably different
spacings. Note that additional diffraction spots are visible in all of my FFTs compared to
the simulated patterns, and these likely emerge from the periodic contrast differences that
appear during HRTEM imaging. The reciprocal distances measured on the FFT (Figure
4.14b) were 6.90 nm-1 between the {011} diffraction spots, 7.04 nm-1 between the {111}
spots, 9.70 nm-1 between the {020} spots, and 9.90 nm-1 between the {102} spots. All of
these correspond well with the simulated high-index {h11} pattern for pseudotetragonal
SnS, but cannot be quantitatively reconciled with a high-index (h11) plane of α-SnS. The
HRTEM image (Figure 4.14a) also matches well with an (h11) plane of pseudotetragonal
SnS, which is simulated in the inset between parts a and b of Figure 4.14. Measurement
of the atomic spacings resulted in distances of 2.9 Å and 2.8 Å, which are indexed to the
{011} and {111} planes, respectively.
A third primary facet that was observed by HRTEM for the SnS spherical
polyhedra, but not for the cubes, can be seen in Figure 4.14e. The resulting FFT of this
image reveals a diffraction pattern that can be indexed to SnS(010) for α-SnS (Figure
4.14f).

However, once again, measurement of the reciprocal distance between the

diffraction spots and their inverses does not quantitatively match the values for α-SnS,
simulated in Figure 4.14g. The reciprocal distance between the {400} spots is 6.97 nm-1,
between the {002} spots is 9.79 nm-1, and between the sets of {201} spots is 5.97 nm-1
and 5.94 nm-1, all of which are very close to the values found in the simulated electron
diffraction pattern of the (010) plane for the pseudotetragonal form (Figure 4.14h). The
HRTEM image reveals lattice fringes of 5.7 Å, 4.1 Å, and 3.3 Å.

These values
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correspond to the {200}, {001}, and {201} planes of pseudotetragonal SnS, respectively,
and are in agreement with the simulated (010) crystal face.

Figure 4.14. (a) HRTEM image of a SnS spherical polyhedron with measured lattice
fringes and (b) the resulting FFT, which can be indexed to a high-index SnS(h11) plane.
The inset shows the atomistic model of pseudotetragonal SnS(h11). Quantitative analysis
of reciprocal distances between inverse diffraction spots seen in (b) correspond well with
the simulated electron diffraction pattern of pseudotetragonal SnS(15 1 1) in (c), but do
not match well with that of α-SnS(15 1 1) (d) or any other α-SnS plane. (e) HRTEM
image of a SnS spherical polyhedron taken from the [010] zone axis with measured
lattice fringes and (f) the resulting FFT, which can be indexed to SnS(010). The inset
shows the atomistic model of pseudotetragonal SnS(010). Similar quantitative analysis
of (f) revealed reciprocal distances that could not be reconciled with the simulated
diffraction pattern of α-SnS(010) in (g), but that matched well with the simulated
diffraction pattern of pseudotetragonal SnS(010) in (h). FFTs in (b) and (f) have been
rotated for ease of comparison. All reciprocal distances are in units of nm-1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 Simulated electron diffraction patterns of the (a) (111) and (b) (100) planes
of the proposed pseudotetragonal distortion of SnS. Facets of SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra appear to be partially bound by high-index (h11) planes as the observed
electron diffraction patterns display similarities to both of these planes.

Collectively, these comparisons between the HRTEM FFTs of individual
nanocrystal facets and the simulated electron diffraction patterns of α-SnS indicate that
there is a distortion in the crystal structure of the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra that
was not observed in the nanosheets. Furthermore, this distortion is consistent with the
shifted reflections that were observed in the corresponding powder XRD patterns.
HRTEM FFT analysis of a series of nanocrystals (Figure 4.16) indicates that, although
there is some particle-to-particle variation in reciprocal distances due to slight deviation
from the zone axis orthogonal to the face of each particle, the measured values are all
self-consistent. By analyzing an ensemble of nanocrystals and calculating the average
values, I determined that the mean distances between the {400} diffraction spots is 6.91
nm-1, between {020} (and also {002}) is 9.67 nm-1, between {011} is 6.84 nm-1, between
{201} (and also {210}) is 5.94 nm-1, between {111} is 7.07 nm-1, and between {411} is
9.75 nm-1. These reciprocal space measurements correspond to real space distances of
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2.89 Å for (400), 2.07 Å for (020)/(002), 2.92 Å for (011), 3.37 Å for (201)/(210), 2.83 Å
for (111), and 2.05 Å for (411), respectively (Table 4.2). The lattice constants can be
extracted directly from the lattice spacings of the (400) and (020)/(002) planes as a =
11.56 Å and b = c = 4.14 Å, which nearly precisely corroborates the values of the
pseudotetragonal modification that was determined by analysis of the powder XRD data.
Additionally, the corresponding mean d-spacing of (201)/(210) is equivalent to 26.5° 2θ,
of (011) is equivalent to 30.6° 2θ, of (400) is equivalent to 31.0° 2θ, and of (411) is
equivalent to 44.2° 2θ. All of these values closely match the Bragg reflections of my
experimental powder XRD patterns, as well as the powder XRD pattern that was
simulated on the basis of the pseudotetragonal modification. However, these values
cannot be reconciled with the reflections associated with α-SnS. This verifies that the
HRTEM FFT data of the nanocrystals is consistent with the powder XRD data, and
furthermore, that a structural distortion from orthorhombic GeS-type α-SnS to a
pseudotetragonal modification has occurred in the cubes and spherical polyhedra.
Importantly, the HRTEM data are not consistent with, and show no evidence of, a
mixture of GeS-type and ZB-type SnS.
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Figure 4.16 Additional HRTEM images of SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra along
with their corresponding FFTs, which can be indexed to (a) pseudotetragonal SnS(011),
(b) pseudotetragonal SnS(h11), and (c) pseudotetragonal SnS(010)/(001), showing
measured reciprocal distances. [Note that the simulated electron diffraction pattern of
pseudotetragonal SnS(001) is highly similar to the simulated pattern of pseudotetragonal
SnS(010) shown in Figure 4.14h].

(a) [SnS(011)]
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(a) [SnS(011)] (continued)
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(b) [SnS(h11)]
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(c) [SnS(010)/(001)]
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Table 4.2 Calculation of d-spacings and lattice constants for SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra using HRTEM/FFT quantitative results along with comparison to the
experimental powder XRD results, the simulated proposed pseudotetragonal distortion,
and the simulated orthorhombic α-SnS based on literature. [Note that the experimental
(020/002) reflection is too weak to discern from the more intense (411) reflection and the
experimental (011) and (400) reflections are too close to unambiguously deconvolute,
and therefore are not included.]

Six polymorphs of SnS have been reported in the literature. Most common and
most stable in bulk systems is orthorhombic α-SnS,42 which favors the formation of twodimensional structures such as the SnS nanosheets because of its nominally layered
structure. At high temperatures, it has been reported that α-SnS undergoes a gradual
phase transition to the TlI-type β-phase.43

Eventually the unit cell becomes

pseudotetragonal, with lattice constants that are very similar to those measured for my
SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra (a = 11.48 Å, b = 4.18 Å, c = 4.15 Å). However, this
lattice distortion is accompanied by a significant alteration of atomic positions and a
change in space group from Pnma to Cmcm.

Accordingly, the electron diffraction

patterns predicted for β-SnS do not match those observed for my SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra (Figure 4.17). γ-SnS is a monoclinic distortion that forms at high pressures,
and it does not match with my experimental observations.44 The recently discovered δSnS polymorph is an orthorhombic distortion of the GeS-type structure that was also a
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poor match for my nanocrystal diffraction patterns. However, as with β-SnS, there was a
substantial expansion of the crystal lattice in the a-direction relative to that of α-SnS.45
The other polymorphs of SnS are a NaCl-type phase, which has been reported very
rarely,46,47 and a ZB-type phase (Figure 4.18).48 However, the substantial asymmetry
seen in my nanocrystal FFTs precludes either of these cubic structures. Collectively, the
XRD patterns and HRTEM FFTs of my SnS nanocrystals cannot be indexed fully to any
of these established polymorphs. While I cannot unambiguously determine a space group
and explicitly solve the crystal structure using the available data, my experimental
observations match best with the pseudotetragonally-distorted modification of α-SnS
discussed earlier. With this distortion, the unit cell is stretched in the a direction such
that both the layer thickness and the gaps between layers increases, while Sn and S
become more equidistant to their four nearest in-plane neighbors due to the essentially
equivalent dimensions of the unit cell in the b and c directions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.17 (a.) Simulated X-ray diffraction pattern for β-SnS (black) compared to the
proposed pseudotetragonal SnS (blue) and simulated electron diffraction patterns for (b)
(110), (c) (021), (d) (010), and (e) (111) high-intensity planes of β-SnS. Results were
obtained using literature values.37 This indicates that the HRTEM/FFTs of SnS
nanocrystals cannot be indexed to β-SnS despite their similar powder XRD patterns.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.18 (a) Simulated X-ray diffraction pattern for zincblende-type SnS (orange)
compared to the proposed pseudotetragonal SnS (blue) and simulated electron diffraction
patterns for (b) (111), (c) (100), and (d) (110) high-intensity planes of zincblende-type
SnS. Results were obtained using literature values.19 This indicates that the
HRTEM/FFTs of SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra cannot be indexed to zincblendetype SnS.
This distorted modification of α-SnS is important, because it helps to rationalize
the diffraction patterns that are increasingly observed for nanoparticles and films of SnS.
Inspection of a number of published SnS diffraction patterns reveals that there are many
reported nanostructures with powder XRD patterns that are highly similar to those shown
for the cubes and spherical polyhedra in Figure 4.6, and therefore could also potentially
be indexed to this pseudotetragonal modification of α-SnS.11,19,21-23,25-29,49,50 Notably, it is
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frequently hypothesized that these diffraction patterns correspond to a mixture of
metastable ZB-type SnS and GeS-type α-SnS. While such a mixture indeed can yield
diffraction patterns similar to those shown in Figure 4.6 (Figure 4.19), extensive
HRTEM/FFT analysis of the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra yielded no evidence of a
cubic ZnS polymorph. Indeed, the experimental observation of metastable ZB-type SnS
has been called into question by a recent report, which claimed that first principles
calculations suggest that ZB-type SnS is thermodynamically unfavorable and has been
misidentified in the literature.30 Therefore, I propose that some of these SnS powder
diffraction patterns may be misassigned as mixtures, and instead can be accounted for by
a single phase: a pseudotetragonal modification of α-SnS, which merges the results from
XRD, HRTEM/FFT, and electron diffraction.

Figure 4.19 Simulated X-ray diffraction pattern for a mixture of α-SnS and zincblendetype SnS (purple). While the pattern for SnS nanocubes (red) could potentially be
indexed to a mixture of these two phases, extensive HRTEM/FFT analysis (Figure 4.16)
did not yield patterns that could be indexed to zincblende-type SnS (Figure 4.18).
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Further support for this hypothesis is provided by HRTEM analysis of the
pyramid-shaped impurities in my samples of spherical polyhedra, which reveals that they
are bound primarily by facets that can be indexed to the {210} and {201} planes of
pseudotetragonal SnS (Figure 4.20). These pyramids are very similar morphologically to
the nanostructures seen in some previous reports of ZB-type SnS,19,21,22 and the electron
diffraction pattern of a crystal of pseudotetragonal SnS(210)/(201) appears similar to that
of a cubic (111) facet. Notably, although it is well-known that the kinetic barrier to
structural transitions decreases substantially with nanocrystal size,51 the structures
exhibiting powder XRD patterns that can potentially be indexed to a pseudotetragonal
phase of SnS are not limited to a small size regime. Diffraction patterns from larger 3D
SnS structures and coarse thin films reported in the literature appear similar to those of
the 0D nanocrystals,19,21,27,28 while 1D belts and 2D sheets have exclusively been reported
as α-SnS. Interestingly, there are reports that 3D SnS nanostructures with diffraction
patterns similar to those of my nanocrystals (e.g. pseudotetragonally-modified α-SnS)
convert to 1D belts (with flat surfaces) of the standard α-SnS structure.11,29 This suggests
that the pseudotetragonal distortion may occur only (or preferentially) in nanostructures
that are not flat.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.20 (a) HRTEM images of SnS pyramids and (b) their corresponding FFTs with
measured reciprocal distances. (c) The simulated electron diffraction pattern of SnS(201)
for the proposed pseudotetragonal distortion with expected inverse distances is shown for
comparison, which is similar to that of a cubic (111) facet. [Note that the simulated
pattern for pseudotetragonal SnS(210) is nearly identical to pseudotetragonal SnS(201)].
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4.3.4 Formation Pathway and 3D Model of SnS Nanocrystals
The in-depth analysis of the exposed crystal planes discussed above, coupled with
careful control studies, provide insights into how the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra
form. Gradual addition of thioacetamide is necessary to generate cubes in high yield,
whereas spherical polyhedra reactions call for a rapid addition, suggesting that slower
growth kinetics is required for SnS nanocube formation. However, reaction temperature
is also an important formation parameter, as thermodynamics, in addition to kinetics, can
influence morphological yields of nanocrystals.52

I observe that lower-temperature

nanocube reactions (e.g. 140 °C instead of 170 °C) produce a larger population of
spherical polyhedra, while higher temperature spherical polyhedra reactions (e.g. 170 °C
instead of 140 °C) produce a larger population of nanocubes (Figure 4.21). At 240 °C,
the particles are agglomerated and morphologically ill-defined.

This indicates that

spherical polyhedra are favored at lower temperatures, while cubes are favored at
intermediate temperatures, and high temperatures are unsuitable.
TEM images of aliquots taken during the synthesis of SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra provide additional insights into how they form. For the spherical polyhedra
(Figure 4.22), ~5 nm crystals have already formed 1 min after injection at 140 °C, and
they grow to ~8 and ~10 nm after 5 min and 1 h, respectively. For the cubes, an aliquot
collected after the initial injection but prior to the gradual addition of thioacetamide
consists almost entirely of spherical polyhedra (Figure 4.24a–c). Subsequent gradual
addition of thioacetamide over 5 min causes the facets of the spherical polyhedral seeds
to fill in, transforming them into cubes and accordingly increasing their size to the final
~12 nm diameter (Figure 4.23). These results suggest that the SnS cubes form through
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spherical seed-mediated overgrowth, which is a pathway that is well-known to produce a
diverse library of non-thermodynamic nanocrystal shapes.53,54 It also suggests that the
molecular species present during synthesis preferentially adsorb to the {011} and {h11}
facets, thereby lowering their surface energy, as {010}/{001} facets are only present
when the nanocrystals are small and energetics is dominated by a minimization of surface
area.55

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21 TEM images of (a) SnS cubes synthesized at 140 °C showing a higher
impurity of spherical polyhedra and (b) SnS spherical polyhedra synthesized at 170 °C
showing a higher impurity of cubes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.22 TEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of ~10 nm SnS
spherical polyhedra at (a) 1 min after thioacetamide solution injection (average diameter
~5 nm) and (b) 5 min after thioacetamide solution injection (average diameter ~8 nm).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23 TEM images of aliquots taken during the formation of SnS cubes (a) after
half of the thioacetamide growth solution had been added dropwise and (b) 1 min after
the completion of growth solution addition, indicating in both cases that the overgrowth
of SnS spherical polyhedra seeds is not yet complete.
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Figure 4.24 (a) TEM image of an aliquot taken during the formation of SnS cubes after
initial injection of thioacetamide, but prior to subsequent gradual addition. (b)
Representative HRTEM image, indicating that these nanocrystals were spherical
polyhedra, confirmed by (c) the resulting FFT, which can be indexed to the (010) plane
of pseudotetragonal SnS (not present in cubes). Idealized 3D models of (d) a SnS
spherical polyhedron and (e) a SnS cube. Based on detailed crystallographic analysis, the
spherical polyhedron is hypothesized to be bound by facets of {011} [blue], {h11} (h ≈
15) [red], {010}/{001} [green], and {210}/{201} [purple]. Overgrowth occurs in the
<010>/<001> and <210>/<201> directions to form the cubes, which are bound by {011}
and {h11} facets.
Based on the HRTEM analysis of exposed nanocrystal facets described
previously, the direction of spherical seed overgrowth during the formation of cubes was
determined. Recall that the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra are bound primarily by
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{011} planes, while the remaining facets of the cube (and some of the facets of the
spherical polyhedra) display a diffraction pattern that is consistent with {h11} planes that
are close to, but at a slightly deviated angle from, the (100) surface. Finally, exposed
{010} and {001} facets are highly prominent in the spherical polyhedra, along with a
smaller portion of {210} and {201} facets (Figure 4.25), but these surfaces are absent in
the cubes. Therefore, I propose that the overgrowth process proceeds primarily in the
<010> and <001> directions, and to a lesser extent in the <210> and <201> directions,
and that the SnS spherical polyhedra can therefore be considered as truncated SnS cubes.
The proposed structural model for the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra is shown in
Figure 4.24d,e. The SnS cubes are likely bound by {011} and {h11} facets, with the
spherical polyhedra also displaying these along with {010}/{001} and smaller
{210}/{201} facets.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.25 (a) HRTEM image of SnS spherical polyhedra with the electron beam
aligned close to the <201> or <210> zone axis and (b) corresponding FFT with measured
reciprocal distances. The simulated electron diffraction pattern of these planes can be
seen in Figure 4.20c.
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4.3.5 Measurement and Calculation of Optical Band Gaps of SnS
Nanostructures
The band gaps of nanoscale semiconductors can deviate from their bulk
counterparts due to quantum confinement effects.56,57 Accordingly, Figure 4.26 shows
the diffuse reflectance spectra acquired for the SnS cubes, spherical polyhedra, and
sheets, which were drop-cast as films onto quartz substrates. In order to estimate and
compare the optical band gaps (Eg), a Kubelka–Munk conversion was performed on the
diffuse reflectance data, and plots of [F(R)hν]1/2 vs. hν and [F(R)hν]2 vs. hν were used to
determine the indirect and direct band gaps, respectively. The Eg values were obtained
by extrapolating the linear portion to the x-axis (Figures 4.27-4.29). The SnS nanosheets
had indirect and direct band gaps of approximately 1.1 and 1.3 eV, respectively, which is
consistent with previously reported values for bulk α-SnS.5 In contrast, the measured
indirect optical band gaps of the cubes and spherical polyhedra were 1.25 and 1.35 eV,
respectively, and the direct band gaps were both close to 1.6 eV. This represents a blue
shift with respect to bulk SnS by 0.15–0.25 eV for the indirect transition and 0.3 eV for
the direct.
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Figure 4.26 UV–vis–NIR diffuse reflectance spectra obtained for SnS cubes, spherical
polyhedra, and sheets.
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Figure 4.27 Kubelka-Munk conversion of the diffuse reflectance spectrum for SnS
nanosheets plotted vs energy to estimate (a) an indirect band gap of ~1.1 eV and (b) a
direct band gap of ~1.3 eV.
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Figure 4.28 Kubelka-Munk conversion of the diffuse reflectance spectrum for SnS
nanocubes plotted vs energy to estimate (a) an indirect band gap of ~1.25 eV and (b) a
direct band gap of ~1.6 eV.
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Figure 4.29 Kubelka-Munk conversion of the diffuse reflectance spectrum for SnS
spherical nanopolyhedra plotted vs energy to estimate (a) an indirect band gap of ~1.35
eV and (b) a direct band gap of ~1.6 eV.
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To compare to my experimental measurements, which indicated an increased
band gap for SnS nanocrystals relative to bulk SnS, the electronic band structure of α-SnS
and SnS possessing a pseudotetragonal distortion was calculated with CASTEP58 using
the revised PBE GGA functional.59

Interestingly, my calculations suggest that the

pseudotetragonal distortion results in a substantial lowering of Eg compared to α-SnS
(0.97 vs. 0.80 eV), although it remains indirect with comparable locations of the valence
band maximum and conduction band minimum within the Brillouin zone (Figure 4.30).
This is in agreement with previous ab initio studies of bulk β-SnS, which has similarlydistorted lattice constants.60,61

The experimentally-observed increase in Eg can be

attributed to quantum confinement effects, since the exciton Bohr radius of bulk SnS is
reported to be ~7 nm,7 and this is also consistent with the increased band gaps reported
previously for sub-10 nm SnS nanocrystals.8,20 Therefore, the relatively small increase in
band gap of the quantum dot nanocrystals compared to bulk SnS may be an outcome of
the inherently smaller Eg afforded by the pseudotetragonal distortion tempering the
increase in Eg resulting from quantum confinement. However, considering the similarity
of their direct Eg values, the difference in indirect Eg values between the cubes and
spherical polyhedra suggest that the optoelectronic properties of the as-deposited films
may depend on the morphology and the accessible surfaces, as well as on the structural
differences, among the constituent particles. The Shockley–Queisser limit for maximum
thermodynamic efficiency in semiconductor conversion of light into electrical free energy
is achieved with a band gap of 1.1–1.4 eV,62 a parameter which all of the SnS
nanostructures fulfill. The UV–Vis absorption spectra of the SnS cubes and spherical
polyhedra are broad, with an onset starting at around 850–900 nm and extending
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throughout the visible region (Figure 4.31). These properties make SnS nanocrystals a
potentially attractive material for the bottom-up fabrication of optoelectronic devices.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.30 Calculated electronic band structure for (a) α-SnS, indicating an indirect
band gap of 0.97 eV, and (b) pseudotetragonal SnS, indicating an indirect band gap of
0.80 eV.
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Figure 4.31 UV–Vis spectra obtained for SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra indicating
an onset of absorption at approximately 850-900 nm.

4.3.6 Photocatalytic Degredation of Methylene Blue
Nanoscale semiconductors are well-known to photocatalytically degrade organic
molecules, which can be applied toward environmental remediation.63 Traditionally,
wide-gap semiconductors such as TiO2 are used with UV light;64 however, narrow band
gap semiconductors can utilize the longer wavelengths that comprise the majority of the
solar spectrum.65

Accordingly, I studied the activities of the SnS cubes, spherical

polyhedra, and sheets for the visible light photodegradation of methylene blue (MB),
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which is a commonly used benchmark for photocatalytic treatment of molecular species
(Figure 4.32). Repeated testing indicated that the SnS cubes were consistently more
effective at MB degradation than the spherical polyhedra, and both were substantially
more effective than the sheets. The higher surface area of the 0D nanocrystals compared
to the sheets (based on their average sizes) results in significantly higher activities on a
mass basis. However, although the SnS cubes and spherical polyhedra are approximately
the same size with similar absorption spectra, the SnS cubes were found to degrade the
MB nearly twice as fast. This behavior suggests shape-dependent photocatalytic activity,
which has been demonstrated for other semiconductor nanocrystals66 but, to my
knowledge, not for SnS. The high proportion of exposed {011} planes on the SnS
nanocubes implies that this facet is more active for the visible light photodegradation of
MB than the {010} and {001} faces, by which the spherical polyhedra are substantially
bound. This may result from the repeating steps of atoms found on SnS{011} (Figure
4.9a), as uneven topology, and concomitantly undercoordinated surface atoms, often
improves catalytic performance.67 Additionally, complete degradation of MB is achieved
substantially faster when using these nanocrystals compared to reports using other SnS
nanomaterials, after normalization of reaction conditions, indicating their efficacy as
viable and active photocatalysts.12,15
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Figure 4.32 Determination of the activity of SnS sheets, cubes, and spherical polyhedra
in the photocatalytic degradation of a known concentration of methylene blue by
monitoring the decrease in absorbance at 663 nm relative to the initial absorbance (I/Io) as
a function of time.

4.4 Summary
Given the emerging importance of SnS nanostructures in a diverse range of
applications–including solar cells, field effect transitors, photodetectors, electrochemical
capacitors, Li-ion battery anodes, and photocatalysts–in-depth understanding of
fundamental aspects of their synthesis, crystal structure, and structure–property
relationships is highly important. Accordingly, in this chapter, I described the synthesis
of colloidal SnS cubes, spherical polyhedra, and sheets, along with insights into how they
form. Upon studying these diverse SnS nanostructures for the photocatalytic degradation
of methylene blue–a benchmark reaction for photocatalysts–I gained insights into shapedependent photocatalytic activity in the SnS system. The SnS cubes, which to my
knowledge have not previously been reported, are particularly interesting because they
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form through seeded overgrowth of the spherical polyhedra and they have the highest
photocatalytic activity for methylene blue degradation.
I also studied the shape-dependent polymorphism of the SnS cubes, spherical
polyhedra, and sheets, given the direct impact that crystal structure has on properties. To
do this, I used an in-depth crystallographic analysis of HRTEM/FFT data coupled with
electron diffraction and powder XRD, an approach that offers a unique way of correlating
diffraction data from both individual nanocrystals and ensembles of nanocrystals and
therefore is likely to gain increasing utilization as unusual structural features continue to
be observed in nanoscale solids.

Specifically, these studies revealed that the

experimentally observed diffraction patterns for the cubes and spherical polyhedra match
significantly better with an alternate unit cell that is expanded along the a and b axes and
contracted along c, converging on a pseudotetragonal cell that is measurably different
from that of orthorhombic -SnS, which is the most stable polymorph. This is important,
because it helps to rationalize the discrepancies that exist between theoretical predictions
of SnS polymorph stability, which indicate that ZB-type ZnS is not likely to form, and
experimental powder XRD data that have been interpreted to correspond to ZB-type SnS.
Specifically, all of the peaks observed in powder XRD patterns that are frequently
interpreted as originating from a mixture of ZB-type SnS and -SnS can instead be
accounted for by a single-phase pseudotetragonal modification of SnS, and this is also
fully consistent with HRTEM and electron diffraction data of individual nanocrystals. As
such, this study offers important insights not only into the polymorphism of the SnS
system, but also into the types of analyses that can lead to more reliable characterization
of the crystal structures that nanoparticulate solids adopt.
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CHAPTER 5
General Conclusions

In this dissertation, I have described my contributions to the development of
solution-based chemical syntheses of colloidal nanocrystals and the subsequent
characterization of their properties. In particular, I have focused my studies on
elucidating (1) the shape-controlled synthesis of metal and semiconductor nanocrystals,
(2) how the manipulation of reaction conditions in the polyol synthesis of metal
nanocrystals influences the resulting size and morphology, (3) the mechanism by which
shape-controlled metal nanocrystals form when employing the polyol synthesis, (4) the
nature of cluster intermediates formed during metal nanocrystal nucleation and how they
might be used to engender new strategies of nanocrystal synthesis, (5) the
characterization of nanocrystals using electron imaging and diffraction to compare their
crystallographic structure to that of their bulk analogue, and (6) the influence of particle
size and morphology on the electronic, optical, and catalytic properties of nanocrystals.
In chapter 2, the shape and size-controlled synthesis of rhodium nanocrystals was
described, with particular focus on the synthetic levers which influence morphology. I
showed that the shape of the particles formed is determined by a combination of facetselective adsorption of chemical species, which is a thermodynamic factor, and the rate at
which growth of the product takes place, which is a kinetic factor. Concerning the latter,
I hypothesized that the growth regime of the nanocrystal can be manipulated according to
the temperature at which the process occurs, such that it can either fall under
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thermodynamic control, kinetic control, or a mixture of both, depending on the thermal
energy provided. I proposed a novel strategy for influencing the temperature at which
growth takes place through use of various polyol solvent reducing agents with disparate
oxidation potentials. The reaction solvent was of considerable importance to shapecontrolled synthesis due to the difference in temperature that reduction of the molecular
precursor takes place, and, more specifically, the correspondingly different reaction
kinetics. Injecting precursor complexes into various hot solvents of similar temperature
formed comparable products. This showed unambiguously that the temperature at the
point of particle formation is the primary kinetic factor influencing shape and
monodispersity. This method is general for the synthesis of metal nanocrystals, and has
quickly found utility in other systems due to its efficacy and facility.
Subsequently, I demonstrated the synthesis of Rh nanoicosahedra, nanocubes,
triangular nanoplates, and nanooctahedra in high yield using solution-phase polyol
methods. To my knowledge, this was the first reported high-yield synthesis of Rh
icosahedra, triangular plates, and octahedra. The manipulation of particle morphology
was achieved using a simple one-pot reaction method, without the addition of any nonnative capping agents, through judicious selection of the starting metal reagent and the
polyol reducing solvent. Prudent selection of the reducing solvent was shown to be
paramount as three separate morphologies– triangular plate, 3-fold branched, and octahedra–
were synthesized under identical conditions except for the temperature necessary to overcome the
thermodynamic barrier to initiate the reaction. This collection of nanocrystals is expected to be
excellent for catalytic applications as, in addition to the inherent high activity of Rh, they are 10
nm or less in size, have a variety of crystallinities and facets exposed, and are size-controllable.
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In chapter 3, I described my investigations into the formation mechanisms of
metal nanocrystals with disparate morphologies. I revealed that aliquot studies taken
during the formation of Rh cubes, icosahedra, and triangular nanoplates all pointed to the
formation of ≤2 nm clusters as stable intermediates that nucleate upon reduction of the
molecular precursor and prior to the widespread growth of nanocrystals. These
observations suggest a nonclassical nucleation mechanism. Further, I found that keeping
the reaction at a temperature high enough for reduction by the polyol solvent to take
place, but low enough to induce very limited growth, allows for the selective synthesis of
metal clusters. This reduction of the molecular precursor to cluster nuclei was confirmed
by ICP-AES and XPS. The clusters were found to be a distribution of sizes by TEM and
SAXS, and colloidally stable in solution for weeks. I found that these metal clusters
could subsequently be used to form full-sized nanocrystals with the application of
additional thermal energy. Importantly, a single stock of stable metal clusters could be
reacted in different ligand environments to yield a variety of nanocrystal morphologies,
and could even be reacted with clusters of a different element to yield alloy nanocrystals
of a composition commiserate with the starting cluster mixture. These findings can
potentially be employed as a new “building block” strategy to the synthesis of colloidal
metal nanocrystals.
I also detailed my thorough HRTEM analysis of the crystallization process by
which shape-controlled Rh nanocrystals form from cluster precursors. I found that
single-crystalline Rh cubes crystallize through epitaxial monomer addition, and with
clusters as the only source of atomic monomer this indicates growth occurs by Ostwald
ripening. Rh icosahedra form through coalescence of clusters to generate a multiply-
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twinned icosahedral seed, followed by epitaxial growth through Ostwald ripening. Rh
triangular plates derive from a 3-fold branched intermediate that grows out of a
coalescence-generated singly-twinned seed. Subsequent Ostwald ripening growth occurs
between the three arms of the particle, resulting in a triangular plate. I hypothesize that
the difference in growth processes is due to the anionic ligand environment present
during the reaction, particularly with regard to the strength of the ligand’s surface
adsorption. Specifically, a weakly-bound surface ligand, such as COOCF3–, favors
coalescence events to occur. Conversely, a strongly-bound ligand, such as Br–, stymies
coalescence, and therefore growth is entirely by monomer addition. The presence of Cl–,
an intermediate-bound ligand, results in a mixture of coalescence and monomer addition.
Although colloidal nanocrystal formation in solution is generally accepted to have
two stages– nucleation and growth– I propose dividing growth into two sub-stages: seed
formation and ripening. My observations suggest that seed crystallization from cluster
precursors can be described as classical, with monomer addition in the presence of strong
adsorbates, nonclassical, with coalescence of primary clusters in the presence of weak
adsorbates, or a mixture of both in the presence of intermediate adsorbates. In all cases,
following the formation of the seed particle, subsequent growth proceeds by monomer
addition via Ostwald ripening, where the crystallinity of the seed particle is preserved in
the final product. The tenets of particle formation described above are likely general, and
can be applied to the synthesis of other metal nanocrystals using the polyol process.
Finally, in Chapter 4, I described how monodisperse SnS nanocubes have been
synthesized for the first time, as well as SnS spherical nanopolyhedra, by means of a
solution-based strategy.

Additionally, a novel preparation for ~270 nm SnS square
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nanosheets is reported. Powder XRD analysis of the nanosheets indicated that they
crystallize as phase-pure orthorhombic α-SnS; however, the diffraction patterns of ~12
nm cubes and ~10 nm spherical polyhedra suggests that numerous reflections are shifted
relative to α-SnS, and these can be accounted for by a pseudotetragonally-distorted
crystal structure. Quantitative HRTEM/FFT was utilized to elucidate the cause of the
anomalous powder X-ray diffraction pattern obtained for SnS nanocrystals.

It was

confirmed that the cubes and spherical polyhedra are phase-pure and, after analysis of an
ensemble of particles, the mean d-spacings determined by HRTEM corroborate those
measured by powder XRD. Further, the generated FFTs matched the simulated electron
diffraction patterns generated using the lattice constants of the proposed pseudotetragonal
distortion. These results suggest that similar reported XRD patterns attributed to a
mixture of phases could have been misindexed.
My HRTEM analysis of the nanocrystal surfaces also revealed that the cubes form
through the overgrowth of {010}/{001} and {210}/{201} facets on the spherical
polyhedra to yield particles bound only by {011} and high-index {h11} surfaces. The
disparate exposed facets inherent to each morphology manifested themselves during
optoelectronic and photocatalytic property measurements. Diffuse reflectance results
suggested that the band gaps of as-deposited SnS nanocrystal films are influenced by
both quantum confinement and the morphology of the particles therein. Similarly, the
activity of SnS for the visible light photodegradation of methylene blue was found to be
morphology-dependant. SnS is an emerging material with potential applications in a
wide variety of fields, such that the previously unreported pseudotetragonal crystalline
distortion, as well as the ability to tune its properties through morphological control, is of
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great interest. Further, extensive use of HRTEM/FFT to correlate electron diffraction
with XRD results is not widespread, but offers a unique means of juxtaposing diffraction
data between a comprehensive collection and individual crystals, which should find
increasing utility as continued structural irregularities are observed on the nanoscale.
Collectively, these studies exemplify how far progress in nanocrystal synthesis
and characterization has come, as well as the bountiful opportunities to answer questions
that remain. I hope I have shown that careful tuning of the reaction parameters is a
powerful means of controlled nanocrystal synthesis, and in-depth characterization of the
products, especially using high-level electron microscopy, can reveal insights about the
products and the manner in which they form.

Much work remains concerning the

directed synthesis of nanocrystals, the mechanism by which they form, and the detailed
measurement of their often unique properties. As characterization technology continues
to improve, new opportunities will manifest themselves in the design of next generation
nanomaterials

and

devices

using

nanoscale

materials

with

unprecedented

physicochemical, optoelectronic, and catalytic properties. The principles that I have
detailed here should prove general, and applying them will help pave the way for future
progress in the rapidly expanding, exciting field of nanocrystal chemistry.
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